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editorial
To one Individual living at International House, 1973 was: Robyn singing 
“Try a Little Kindness” at Verboten Revival and the I.H. kids joining her; 
the pride we felt as Seta won three field events at the Inter-College Athletics 
Meet; listening to an emotional farewell speech delivered by Ivor Cribb as 
Peter Kedit, our oldest member left for Sarawak; meeting the Cuban crew 
members of ‘13 ’ while she was in port; Betty, being both a
housemaid and mother to ‘Her I.H. kids’; seeing a good friend elected as 
President of the college Students Club for 1974; and enjoying delicious 
Asian suppers and laughing about our strange eating habits.
Cross-cultural learning is a natural process which depends entirely on the 
personality and motivations of the Individual. Through living at International 
House, one has the chance to learn a little of the many ‘Cultures’ 
represented at the college while gaining some insight into his own.
Kanyana ‘73 presents a look at aspects of ‘Culture’ from five continents 
and the Islands. The magazine also represents a focus on I.H. Culture and 
hopefully caters for the Individual living here. If it is a success, this 
signifies not only the hard work of those involved, but the value they 
place on International House and the friends they have made over the 
past year.
Cover Designed by : Jackie Jenkins.
The rising or setting sun lights up h a lf the earth. The earth 
is eclipsing the moon. The earth is also the yin-yang symbol. 
The yin and the yang are, in the Taoist and Zen Buddhist 
philosophy the two underlying forces o f the universe. They 
are the opposites o f  male and female, positive and negative, 
and so on. Through a dynamic balance between these two 
forces the harmony o f the universe is maintained. The 
yellow and black colours emphasize the two forces—the 
emptiness o f the universe and the brightness o f the sun, 
making day and night and determining the presence or 
absence o f the moon in the sky. I.H. is represented by  the 
star on Queensland—a star l i t  by  the sun's rays (Kanyana).
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O 'O
CROSS
CULTURAL
TREK
"While riding home with these huge pyra- I  
mids silhouetted against a beautiful deep I  
sunset, I felt flamboyant enough to be I  
Laurence of Arabia." I
john
wylie.
Some time ago I spent fourteen months travelling 
alone, on very much a shoe string budget, through a 
number of countries. It was a full and exciting 
experience with memorable little  incidents passing 
by every couple of days. I have now had six months 
of quiet living which have allowed my jumbled 
impressions to fall into some perspective, and now 
I feel like sharing some of these. Rather than 
attempt- some profound interpretations of my ex­
periences, I w ill just mention a few of them in 
the hope they prove entertaining.
Possibly my first lesson came about two months 
after I had left home when I was feeling pretty 
much the seasoned traveller. I was in Singapore 
preparing to  hitch up to Thailand and must have 
looked pleasantly naive, because as I was walking 
past one of the big churches in the city centre, a man 
asked me to come and pray with him. I replied that 
I was a b it of a heathen but that if he wanted to say 
his prayers I would wait outside and we could talk 
afterwards. A fter he had prayed we shared a meal 
and a pleasant conversation in which I told him I was 
heading towards Thailand. He told a great story of 
how he was a priest and that the church had a 
special currency exchange rate. He said if I wished 
to  get some Thai currency he would change my 
money for me at so many points better than the 
bank rate. He took me to a little  office near the
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church and we counted out the two bundles of 
money on the table. We were exchanging pleasantries 
when he excused himself, taking both bundles of 
money through the side door. I sat meekly for twenty 
minutes, until I slowly realised that I had seen the 
last of my twenty dollars. It was a good experience 
in that I learnt that I was too soft, and a distinctive 
experience in that I lost an element of trust which 
is so valuable in accepting friendship proferred by 
a stranger.
I spent some fascinating time in central Laos among 
the Meo tribespeople. For generations these people 
have grown opium as the main crop in an agrarian 
economy. In a small town, Luang Prabung, the royal 
capital, about 150 miles west of Hanoi on the 
junction of the Mekong river, I spent several evenings 
in the opium dens which are still run quite openly 
there. In Vientiane these dens have been closed 
down over the past few years, although one can still 
buy marihuana in the market place just as if buying 
a bunch of bananas.
While in Laos I spent some time with an Hawaiian 
sociologist who was trying to investigate a supposed 
drug trafficing trail, from the Meo tribespeople, 
through CIA who operated an airline company 'A ir 
America' out of Vientiane, to  the U.S. troops in 
Vietnam, and eventually to America. We were told 
some incredible snippets which we had no way of 
verifying— but some weeks after leaving Laos I read 
in a Singapore newspaper that a top CIA official 
had been arrested in Saigon on drug charges— 
this set me wondering.
In London I helped the English build the extensions 
to their National Gallery by day and soaked up some 
culture going to the theatre three times a week. It was 
really a fun time in which I was able to get my body 
back into shape after having allowed it to deteriorate 
somewhat.
I spent a month hitch-hiking through Ireland. I 
remember getting into Londonderry the day of the 
'apprentices march', The tension in the air was 
incredible with grim faced patrols wandering down 
the narrow streets past bombed out buildings. I went 
into a cafe fo r a bite to eat, leaving my haversack 
next to the door on the footpath. I was quietly 
minding my own business when a three man British 
patrol raced up the street to where my pack was. 
There was mild panic w ithin the shop. Apparently 
my pack looked suspiciously like an IRA bomb. I had 
to sheepishly reclaim my pack and apologise for 
the fright I had given the people.
Some of my warmest experiences occurred in Eastern 
Europe. I crossed 'check point Charlie' in the Berlin 
wall and headed into Poland. I was hitch-hiking by 
myself and went for almost two months w ithout
having a conversation in English, yet the hospitality 
I received was overwhelming. I was quite often taken 
into communes and allowed to sleep in the barns. 
One evening I was taken to a Saturday night dance 
held at a commune and had a wonderful time asking 
(in English), gorgeous Polish girls to dance and 
getting polite replies in their language.
I passed through Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia 
during the month of Ramadan. It is a Moslem 
religious time of fasting from sunrise to sunset. 
Tempers usually run quite high this time of year 
and I saw an incredible number of fights. I became 
involved in a "beauty" in the market at Marrakesh. 
I was wandering down a narrow winding cobbled 
street past some leather works. A few men were 
trying to load a great bale of hides onto a donkey's 
back. It was too heavy for them to lif t  so I gave 
them a hand. However I slipped and fell just as 
another man was squeezing past us carrying on his 
back a pile of fine suede leather. Our great pile 
knocked his leather into the d irt and an incredible 
fight ensued. While people raced in to take sides 
in the brawl I tried to slip away as unobtrusively 
as possible.
In Egypt I checked out the Pyramids at Giza and 
hired a beautiful Arab horse for a twenty mile ride 
across the desert to another set of pyramids at 
Memphis. While riding home with these huge pyramids 
silhouetted against a beautiful deep sunset, I fe lt 
flamboyant enough to be Laurence of Arabia. Some 
weeks later while on an old paddle boat heading 
down the river fo r Khartoum, I lost any of my 
flamboyance by getting bed bugs in my beard and 
being forced to shave it off.
I spent a little time in the Middle East and observed 
the tension in these areas. I saw a dog fight over 
Syria in which these graceful slivers of silver arched 
and dived slowly with the sun way over head. On the 
ground, convoys raced excitedly up and down and 
Syrians huddled over a radio, listening to a running 
commentary of the battle. They later told me they 
had shot down five Israeli planes. Some weeks 
after in Israel, the Israelis had a story of how five 
Syrian fighters were destroyed.
In Jordon there is tremendous tension, more as a 
result of internal conflict over King Hussein's re- 
approachment policy with Israel than w ith the war. 
Armed patrols guard key buildings and I was pulled 
up at gunpoint for inspection of documents and 
was searched on numerous occasions. To go into 
a post office reminds you of the crime movies. A 
soldier points a tommy gun at you while another 
guy frisks your body and you must stand there with 
hands well above your head.
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By spending a week runping back and forward to 
the Jordonian Intelligence Dept., the Dept, of Interior 
and the police, I was finally able to secure a pass to 
cross Allenby Bridge into Israel. It was one of the 
most fortified borders I have seen. There were 
miles of minefields on either side, shelled out dwell­
ings everywhere, sandbagged gun implacements and 
the bombed out bridge lying alongside a temporary 
army pre-fabricated one in use.
These were just a few of the incidents I experienced. 
Far more memorable than these incidents were the 
incredibly fascinating people I met everywhere I went. 
These were people so very different from myself 
and from such differing backgrounds and views 
that I would only chance to  meet by getting outside
my usual environment. To write of these people 
would take far more energy than I am able to 
muster, but it is pleasant to have the memories of 
them which can emerge in the course of conversation. 
From Israel I crossed back into Jordon and headed to 
Bagdad, across Afghanistan and India. By the time 
I reached Singapore and some familiar friends I had 
the set of clothes I was wearing and a little  overnight 
bag containing some books and medicine, and was 
down to eating one meal a day to save money. 
This route is really opened up now with kids coming 
across from Europe and getting progressively poorer 
as they move East. I reached Australia about four 
days before Uni started and surprisingly enough 
found that I slipped back into life here very easily, 
studying and making up on my lost social life.
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C U L T U R E
^jkana.
"Governments may come and go but as 
long as the basic institutions like chief­
taincy, marriage and traditional religions 
are not very much affected, the society 
will keep on the move."
Polygamy practiced in Ghanaian T R A D IT IO N A L  
societies is a time attested institution. It sanctions 
man's desire to marry women. People have spoken 
strongly against it but it has survived. There are 
several reasons for this. In traditional society, there 
is no room for an illegitimate child. A  child belongs 
to a family. Members of a family are expected to take 
charge of it. Although custom accepts the fact that 
the father and mother should bear the primary 
responsibility, when a child is handicapped by the 
lack of good parents the extended family takes 
possession.
It has been argued that polygamy served an economic 
purpose where man used his wives and children to 
help farm and so on. This is true to some extent, 
but it was in noway exploitative. Women liked being 
marrried to successful men. There was pride for 
a child being fathered by a successful hardworking 
man.
Socially, polygamy took a good account of the
society. In the period where many men went to 
wars and lost their lives; when many young men 
were captured as slaves, the few men remaining 
took care of the women. However, the most im­
portant point to remember is that people from 
polygamous homes learnt early in life to live in 
harmony. The crux of the matter is that it legalised 
what western men practiced illegally. Instead of 
wife swapping of the aristocrats, instead of illegit­
imacy, hardship and quarrels arising from incom­
patibility and other problems which send monogam­
ous marriages frequently to divorce, the traditional 
African took account of these by polygamy, which 
is forward looking and progressive. Whatever its 
economic hardships in modern society, the evidence 
shows that it is surviving with great tenacity.
The basis of the extended family system is that 'man 
is his brothers keeper'. The extended family is a 
form of social insurance. At its best it enables 
people to work together, live together and die 
together. It takes care of the old, the young, the 
sick and the disabled without the need for welfare 
institutions. Perhaps the greatest thing that sustained 
the Biafrians at the time of the war was the built-in 
social insurance system which the extended family 
provided for the many displaced people. In this 
system, there is no room for the beggar.
Arguments that it kills initiative have been put 
forward by those who misunderstand how the 
system works. They say that it allows the lazy to 
live off the prosperous. In contrast to this, people 
try to avoid the stigma by applying themselves 
diligently to work. It is always said that wealth 
attracts blood relations. When one does well, rela­
tions come in large numbers to help, serve etc. 
This is an indication of status and respect. It is 
significant to note that many people who have 
been to school try to educate members of the
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extended family if they can afford it. This un­
doubtedly is due to a feeling of obligation which 
such a person may have to members of the family 
who helped him on his way up. In the end it serves 
as the best insurance policy for the future. Although 
economic difficulties are tending to loosen family 
ties, they are not being cut completely asunder. 
Many Ghanaians feel lonely w ithout members of the 
family. Whoever doubts the effectiveness of this 
social institution should do well to visit a hospital 
to see the train of people who go to see sick 
relatives practically everyday, and those who travel 
long distances to console members of a bereaved 
family. It is in cases of extreme need that the 
services of relations come into proper perspective.
Let us now deal with some Ghanaian social functions. 
These days, naming ceremonies take two forms. 
Within the first two weeks of birth, a child is 
traditionally named. Libation is poured and other 
traditional food eaten. Only after these is the child 
baptised in church. This is evidence of combining 
traditional with modern concepts. The Christian 
church is now insisting that baptism should take 
place after the child naming or christening ceremonies 
because they realize people w ill not give up the 
traditional naming ceremonies solely for baptism.
Taking funeral celebrations, formerly deaths were 
announced both by word of mouth and by the 
traditional means of beating the gong and drums. 
Today radio, television and newspapers have dis­
placed these means because of the fact that many 
friends and relatives have been forced to travel far 
and wide. Funerals are also celebrated traditionally. 
Libation is poured even before the church leaders 
are informed in the case of the Christians. In Accra 
and Cape Coast memorial services have become part 
of the accepted ceremony. The memorial services 
have taken the place of the customary celebrations 
which took several weeks to finish. Before, many 
ceremonies took place in the first week after death, 
as well as on the 40th day and one year after death. 
The dead were remembered on all these days. 
However, now people take account of their jobs, 
the expenses involved in travel, drinks etc and try to 
finish everything within one or two weeks. Instead 
of the celebration on the 40th day, the tendency is 
to hold a memorial service at the beginning of the 
month to enable wage-earners and salaried men to 
fu lfill their traditional obligations. It must be seen 
then that customary practices, instead of dying off, 
are now adjusting themselves to the new social and 
economic milieu. Every evidence is shown of survival, 
adaptation and adjustment of the traditional instit­
utions to modern conditions.
It has been fashionable for people to argue that 
western education and a step into modernism would 
eventually kill many of Ghanaian African social
institutions. People who take this line seem to lose 
sight of the resilience of traditional African instit­
utions. Why, for instance do many educated Yoruba 
take the title  of chief? It is because it carries more 
weight in traditional circles. Witness the attempts of 
Ghana to blend the old with the new. Perhaps the 
most impressive evidence of modernism and trad­
itionalism is the official opening of Ghanaian parlia­
ment. Normally dressed in Kente, heralded by a 
large retinue of sword bearers and traditional 
linguists and riding in a state car followed by a 
brigade of policemen, the President opens Parliament. 
This is accompanied by the beating of drums and 
the blowing of horns— the traditional ivory horns 
of the head of state.
Let us take the systems of mobilisation to carry on 
communal work in towns and villages. This is 
administered by the Chief and his elders together 
w ith local councillors who now fu lfil the leadership 
role, formally filled by the chiefs. Before, it was 
these men who fought in wars, now they are using 
their institutions like Asafo companies to improve 
their society. This traditional way of mobilisation 
has gone a long way to enable the Department of 
Community Development and Social Welfare to 
become effective in the village. These Institutions 
w ill last. It is a common thing in Ghanaian society 
for people from the same villages to meet together 
in urban areas to form what is called improvement 
societies. These societies welcome new people from 
their villages who come into towns and give them 
hospitality and offer the necessary advice for the 
newcomers. They also try  to carry any new ideas 
from the city back into the village. In many instances 
they levy special taxes to help build schools and 
other welfare services in their home town. These 
associations have tended to grow from strength to 
strength. Like the independent Messianic churches 
they serve as sheet anchors for those who would 
otherwise have felt lost and unwanted in the cities.
People may argue that such associations don't make 
for national unity. It can be countered that it is 
these built-in institutions which keep the societies 
together at this period of flux and uncertainty and 
political Instability. Governments may come and go 
but as long as the basic institutions like chieftancy, 
marriage and traditional religions are not very much 
affected, the society will keep on the move. Western 
commentators looking for signs of stability would do 
well to look at these traditional institutions, which 
are tru ly African. With the foreign institutions like 
standing armies, parliaments and churches passing 
through traumatic periods, the traditional systems 
of the extended family, polygamy, town and village 
associations, funeral celebrations etc., keep the people 
in line with their time honoured institutions. They 
give them their soul.
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CULTURE
Swazi Marriage
Customs.
A  great deal more emphasis is being placed on the 
legal aspect of marriage today than say, fifty years 
ago. Under the influence of the western way of life, 
the traditional marriage custom has changed consid­
erably over this period. The extent of this change is 
reflected in that today perhaps 60-80% of marriages 
are partly traditional and partly western in the way 
they are conducted. They are partly western in 
outlook because today the couples have to register 
in a district court and then get married in a church.
Getting married in the olden days did not involve any 
religious or legal complications such as having to sign 
a marriage contract, and audibly pronouncing one's 
wedding vows before a priest and congregation. The 
reason why these were not stipulated was because of 
the seriousness with which the Swazi people take the 
traditional maxim. This states that the only reason 
people make promises is in order to break them 
later on.
The marriage among the Swazi took the simple form 
of publicly announcing the couple's intention, making 
preparations for the wedding and inviting everyone to 
the wedding ceremony. On the wedding day there 
was jubilation, singing, dancing and the presentation 
of gifts. There was nothing to compare with the 
modern vows. These were implied in the marriage act 
itself, which symbolised them becoming legal partners 
of marriage as from the moment it took place.
The reason for the greater emphasis on the legal 
aspects of marriage in recent years in Swaziland is 
the introduction into the country of the completely 
foreign concept of "divorce". Incidents of separation 
of husband and wife did occur in traditional society, 
but this was always temporary, because the social 
organization & customs of the Swazi people in those 
earlier times were such that it was almost impossible 
for a woman to live outside of her marriage. She was 
frowned upon everywhere she went and even her own 
parents denounced her. Separation was one of those 
calamities that allowed society to invade people's
frank buckham
private affairs and bring the husband and wife back 
together again (by force if necessary). The most 
important justification for interfering was the con­
sideration Swazi society had for the plight of the 
children of a broken marriage. Traditionally, society 
was prepared to take responsibility for oprhans only. 
If the parents were not dead, then they were forced 
to care for their children while living together. This 
way, it was thought, the child's upbringing and morals 
would not be adversely affected as would occur 
through separation. Morals were a very important 
trait and it was believed that the greatest single cause 
of crime and all social evils was a bad upbringing.
Societal intervention in a marriage was not left until 
the relationship between the husband and wife had 
completely broken down, Rather, the problem was 
tackled, if possible, before it developed, by social 
forces which actively involved themselves in all 
matters relating to the marriage custom. A  series 
of norms had been established, designed to enhance 
the respect and stability of marriage. Not only was 
pre-marital sex disallowed, but there were various 
ways in which it was prevented from taking place. 
Traditionally, also, the Swazi people were not allowed 
to get married below what was considered a mature 
enough age for them to understand, accept and carry 
out, without question, all their marriage res­
ponsibilities.
Polygamy in Swaziland is virtually a thing of the past. 
It was a popular activity in traditional society but 
with the westernization process, has become one of 
the few social customs that has not been adapted or at 
least integrated into the modern marriage code.
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Cultural n¡sundcrstand¡nas.
One of the reasons why my wife, Wendie, and I 
decided to join the Australian Volunteers Abroad 
Scheme was to have an opportunity to experience 
living in another culture. We spent two years in 
Sarawak. We had hoped to learn something of this 
thing called "culture" but really discovered only the 
tremendous diversities that exist. As you probably 
know, Sarawak has a vast number of different 
peoples. The area where we lived was comprised of 
Land Dyaks (5 different dialects). Iban, Malays, and 
Chinese (mainly Hokkien and Hakka with also some 
Foochows, Cantonese, Teochows etc) plus some 
members of different tribes from other areas such as 
Kayans and Kenyas. The opportunities to experience 
various cultures were enormous but then so were 
the opportunities for cultural misunderstandings.
This article describes some of the misunderstandings 
that we got involved in. There were so many more 
than we could hope to describe. And as readers may 
even be able to see from this account, many errors 
that we never even realised we had committed.
I" It  was generally considered O.K. for members of the same sex to hold hands but holding hands between sexes tended to be frowned upon."
james hirsch
or even Solomon anah Singka or . . .? I really never 
worked out who to ask for. Usually we had to run 
through the whole range including where he came 
from, where he worked etc., before things got 
sorted out. This happened even when talking to 
relatives of his—most confusing. Added to this was 
the fact that most women don't change their names 
when they get married and you can see how confused 
we often were.
Names are one of the first differences that we came 
in contact with. One soon enough realises that the 
Chinese have the family name first whereas most 
of the native people are known as such and such, 
son of so and so. No family name is passed on as is 
the case with our surname. But there are other 
complications.
Wendie taught at a nearby highschool. She found the 
students would change their names regularly. They 
would often assume a European style name from 
one year to another depending on the fashion. She 
even had an "E lv is" spring from nowhere. Names 
people were known by depended whom you were 
talking to. Children had different names as they 
grew up so their family knew them by a name 
different to the one others knew them by. A friend 
of ours, James Solomon anah Singka, would be 
James to us, but would be Solomon to his family
The family name exists for many Chinese. They are 
able to trace their ancestors back to some of the 
original families in China. But pronounciation of the 
symbols cited depends on the dialect spoken. It took 
me nearly two years to discover that a local Admin­
istration officer, Aloysius Chong, was a brother of 
one of my Agricultural officers, William Chang. 
It seems that Chinese officials of two different 
dialects had translated and written down their names 
in English for their official identification cards. 
So Chong was the brother of Chang.
Where I worked I was called Mr James and Wendie 
was known as Mrs James. At the school the students 
called Wendie, Mrs Wendie and I was often referred 
to as Mr Wendie.
Holding hands can cause some embarrassment. It was 
generally considered O K  for members of the same 
sex to hold hands. Holding hands between sexes
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tended to be frowned on. This physical contact was 
not limited to holding hands. A man would put an 
arm around a friend's shoulder and rest a hand on 
his knee. It was not unusual to see two men walk 
down the street hand in hand. To us westerners these 
actions all had sexual connotations; not only sexual 
but homosexual connotations. They did not have 
these connotations to the local people. It was just a 
nice way of showing friendship. So here was an 
area for cultural misunderstanding if ever there 
was one.
Luckily we had been warned about this and so 
were ready for it. In fact holding hands with your 
boss was quite a compliment because it meant you 
had been accepted. I look back now to the times 
when I used to be taken to headquarters by the 
Chinese driver in our Toyota landcruiser. We'd be 
driving along quite happily when we'd pass a nice 
looking girl. His hand used to  come down onto my 
knee and he'd squeeze it as his face lit  up. We'd make 
assessments of the girl in my English/Malay hybrid 
and he in his Chinese/Malay/English concoction. I 
can assure you there was nothing homosexual in 
those comments!
We never really got to know what were the various 
cultural beliefs on homosexuality. But I do know I 
have to control my new learnt habit of putting an arm 
around a friend now that I have returned to 
Australia— people here don't seem to  accept the 
culturally different bit. I now hold Wendie's hand.
Footprints on the lavatory seat tell a story of 
another cultural misunderstanding. I suppose if you 
are used to a 'squat-John' it is logical to squat even if 
the design is funny. How positively unhygenic to sit 
with a bare bottom where another bare bottom has 
sat! One of the European volunteers who had 
quarters with only a 'squat-John' lavatory, used to sit 
on it "European-style".
Of course the signs indicating the who's who of 
toilets can be confusing— like the time in Thailand 
when a man came up to me during a bus stopover 
to tell me he had just seen my wife going into a 
gents'— but of course, that s another tale.
Another area we had to re-examine was the use of 
the phrase "thank-you". Many people considered ita  
too easy way out of obligation. One old Iban 
agricultural officer was at first resentful at giving me a 
lift in his car to town even though he could claim 
mileage money for the trips. I couldn't work out 
what was wrong till one day I managed to jump up 
first and pay for the regular cup of coffee. This 
gesture, even though he used to  pay for meals 
etc., helped set us right. As long as I made a 
concrete gesture, he was happy.
Of course token repayments of an obligation pose
other difficulties. I had to prepare a small youth 
loan scheme and was warned that many local people 
borrow money and wonder why you are unhappy 
with a token repayment.
A Chinese family was very good to us during our 
stay. We very much wanted to thank them for all 
they had done for us during the two years, so we 
gave them a nice box of imported chocolates. There 
were much goings-on in Mandarin and I ended up 
with a beaut Korean silk tie in return fo r the 
chocolates— many people believe in exchanging gifts. 
So by giving them a gift, we were putting an oblig­
ation on them to return it. Still he is a down to 
earth type and told me the tie was given to him 
by his brother and he d idn't think he would wear it 
anyway.
Colour and race were always interesting areas. A 
couple of obvious obscurities do stand out though. 
Ever wonder why the white people spend their time 
in the sun trying to get brown, while the brown 
people try  hard to get white? Or why Europeans look 
at the flatter-nosed peoples and compare them to 
monkeys and they in turn look at the hairiness of 
Europeans and think they look like monkeys? And 
how about: to the Chinese, we were 'red'; to the 
native people 'white' and when I got home everyone 
commented on how 'brown' I was.
Everyone has heard some story of the trouble one 
can get into over different eating habits. So I won't 
mention some of the difficulties we had trying to eat 
such things as Co-agulated blood (rather nice) and 
"blachan"— whew! but tasty, or the convulsions I 
went into after eating the chillie that was not at a II 
hot— "Just try it lah".
The old eastern custom of it being good manners to 
refuse an invitation fo r a meal at least once or twice, 
never really got in our way. We were so pleased to 
eat some good food that all our refusals were very 
token. We hoped our obvious appreciation of the 
food and our foreign status excused our apparent 
bad manners.
I started o ff being a good silent drinker of hot 
beverages. However I was always the last to finish. 
One day we were discussing drinking noises and I 
explained that it was considered bad manners in 
Australia to 'shlurp'. 1 was asked how we managed to 
drink our hot beverages— a good question. So I too 
became a good shlurper (I am finding it d ifficu lt 
to readjust to the Australian way).
The freedom with which excess body air is expelled, 
was a relaxed attitude. Unfortunately this has also 
led to my being in a number of apologetic situations 
back here in Australia. I can always offer the 
explanation though —  "Oops! excuse me —  just a 
cultural misunderstanding."
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Cuba is a long narrow island situated in the Caribbean 
Sea, at the entrance to the Gulf of Mexico. It is the 
largest of a group of islands commonly known as the 
West Indies. The area of the islands is around 45,000 
square miles with a population of 8.5 million
Havana, with a population of almost two million is 
the capital both of the country and one of the six 
provinces.
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Historical Development.
Christopher Columbus discovered America in October 
1492 and the second land that he touched on in the 
new continentwas Cuba. The first Cuban inhabitants 
were aboriginals who formed three different ethnic 
groups spread over almost the whole country.
A fter Columbus, the Spanish conquerors came to the 
island and in less than 200 years of colonization had 
killed more than 90% of the natives. Cuba staged 
two important wars against the Spanish regime 
(1868-1878 and 1885-1898). During those wars, the 
country had several national heroes such as Jose 
Marti, a bright Cuban writer and lawyer who headed 
the last war against the Spanish domination, Major 
Antonio Maceo, dominican Matimo Gomez and 
others.
In 1898 when the continuous victories of the Cuban 
patriots augured the overthrow of the Spanish power, 
the United States intervened in the war. invading and 
taking possession of the island in a battle lasting a 
few days.
American Governors handled the country's affairs 
until 1902 when it became an independent republic. 
However the independency of Cuba was legal but 
not real. Step by step all the economy changed from 
the hands of the Spanish monopolies to the big 
American companies. By 1958, they had invested 
some 700 million dollars, controlling all the sugar 
exports, of which they directly produced 40% of the 
total. They were the owners of a quarter o f the best 
land in the country. Among the industries, electricity, 
telephones, oil refining, mining raw material enter­
prises, direct consumption products (soaps, textiles, 
etc.) were controlled by the American companies.
On the other hand in that period (1902-1958) the 
gap between the poor and the rich widened to 
incredible proportions. The number of unemployed 
pepple in 1958 was 600,000 (not including Women); 
illiterate people were almost 20% of the population. 
A t that time 400,000 peasants worked for only four 
months of the year, during the sugar cane crushing 
season. Education and public health facilities were 
extremely poor.
During that period, most of that time was spent 
under dictatorship, the last dictator being the san­
guinary Feugencio Batista who killed 20,000 people 
between 1952 and 1958.
Twenty years ago in 1953, about two hundred 
students and workers, led by a young lawyer, Fidel 
Castro, attacked the second largest army fortress in 
the country, beginning the guerrilla movement that 
overthrew the dictatorship in January 1959. Again, 
new heroes Appeared, one of them being the un- 
forgetable guerrilla, Che Guevara.
Social and Economic Reforms after the Revolution.
In 1959, an Agrarian Reform was initiated and 
thousands of peasants became land owners. The 
amount of land was restricted to 70 hs (approximately 
175 acres). Naturally the big foreign companies and 
the rich national owners were affected.
On the other hand, the government provided credits, 
machines, fertilizers etc. fo r the small farmers in 
order to improve agricultural productivity. Agriculture 
has become the basic economic activity of the 
country. The former living conditions prevailing in 
the countryside have undergone radical transform­
ation. Sugar production continues to hold first 
place in importance, one of the main goals being 
the mechanisation of planting and harvesting.
Other branches of agriculture have also been in­
tensively developed; such as citrus production, animal 
husbandry etc.
The fishing industry is becoming one of the main 
sources of income for the country. From an almost 
non-existent merchant fleet before 1959, the industry 
has a present tonnage greater than 580,000 tons, the 
catches have been multiplied more than six-fold, 
and Havana has the largest fishing port amongst all 
Latin American countries.
As part of the social improvements, the Housing 
Reform was of great importance. Speculation in the 
housing industry was halted, firstly because (1959) 
the rent was decreased by 50%, and later decreased 
till it stood as 10% of the workers salary. Further­
more, to solve the problem of housing, more than 
10,000 new houses were built in the last two years 
and more than 25,000 w ill be completed in 1973.
Another social reform to benefit the country were 
the imported facilities provided for women workers 
who constituted 21% of the labour source in 1972. 
There are free nurseries fo r the children during the 
working hours
Education and Health
Education and health are some of the main problems 
that the Revolutionary government has been trying 
to solve. Before the Revolution, the number of 
hospitals was 97, with only one of those being in 
the countryside. For the first few years after the 
Revolution, the budget for Public Health was $22 
million (U.S.) and the number of physicians in that 
period were about 3,000. In 1972 the budget for 
this area reached $200 million, the number of 
hospitals throughout the country increasing to 241 
(53 in the countryside) and 6908 new physicians have 
graduated since 1959.
Diseases such as poliomelitis and poludism have 
completely disappeared. Particularly noticeable is the 
improvement in infant mortality, where the rate has 
dropped from 3 thousand in 1959, to less than
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1.6 thousand in 1970. . . the lowest rate in Latin 
America.
A t present, all education in Cuba, from primary 
school to university is free,
Sports and Culture
After the triumph of the Revolution, the professional 
status of sport was abolished. Formerly, professional­
ism was a common means to enrichment for un­
scrupulous people,
Today, sports are considered a means to health and 
its practice is compulsory in all primary and high 
schools.
Cultural activities are also commonly pursued in the 
schools, factories, farms etc. Different manifesta­
tions of art and culture such as theatre, music, danc­
ing, painting etc. are aided by the Cultural National 
Council that supplies all tuition and equipment.
Conclusion
It is easy to understand why since 1959, all the 
foreign enterprises and national capitalists that were 
affected in some way by the new social changes of the 
Revolution, began to attack our country and attemp­
ted to recuperate their wealth. Early in 1959, they
began to seek aid from the U.S.A. who in turn sent 
planes to burn our sugar cane fields, bombing oil 
refineries, factories, sugar mills, and even in some 
cases, our cities. In many cases the USA supplied 
money and resources for internal subversion.
In 1961 they prepared and sent a brigade of some 
3,000 men in the famous "Bay of Pigs" attack 
which was put down by the Cuban people within 
less than 72 hours. Moreover, through economical 
aggressions, they have tried to destroy the Cuban 
Revolution and after having broken all diplomatic 
and commercial relations with Cuba, they forced the 
Latin American countries to do the same. Only 
Mexico maintained the diplomatic relations with 
Cuba, and was consequently isolated fo r about 10 
years. Over the last few years, numerous (10) Latin 
American countries have re-established diplomatic 
relations with Cuba.
Despite the continuous economic isolation, attacks to 
our coasts, cities, kidnapping of Cuban fisherman, 
and other similar outbursts, it is evident that trem­
endous social and economic development has most 
definitely operated in the country since the 
Revolution.
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"Moongalba" is located on Stradbroke Island, on the 
shores of Moreton Bay. It was named by the 
Aboriginal people of the island and is now the home 
of Kath Walker, the Aboriginal poet. Kath is re­
nowned for her vivid and moving poetry, and the 
many children's stories she has written.
Situated in a clearing amongst the pine and gum 
trees is "Moongalba". The main building there now, 
the gunyah, blends in with the surroundings and is an 
adaption of traditional Aboriginal housing. A natural 
stage has been built using the many beautiful shells 
from the beaches. In the evenings, the cool sea breeze 
causes these shells to touch gently making a clinking 
sound as the moon rises above the stage. To find out 
a little more about this wonderful place, we spoke 
to Kath.
Why choose "Moongalba" for a name and 
why this site?
Kath Beside being the name of an old wise man of 
the tribe, it means 'sitting down place'. This 
was the 'sitting down place' of my tribe, the 
Moonvile, and until 33 years ago was a mission 
school. This is why I wanted it on Stradbroke 
and with the help of various people, I obtained 
this five acre lot.
Q. How long ago did the project begin?
Kath It was first visualised when I was eighteen years 
old, but has only begun to materialize in the 
last year. The first sign of it being a reality, 
came about a month ago when I received the 
architect's plan.
P . What is to be the future of "Moongalba"?
Kath I expect it to take about ten years before
much of the plan is realised. To achieve this, 
self-management is the theme. It is a commun­
ity where co-operation supercedes competition. 
We co-exist on natural foods as much as 
possible, e.g. eugaries, fish, crabs and fruit.
Q. What concepts lie behind "Moongalba"?
Kath The Womb of Life and the Serpent Snake are 
basic in the Aboriginal understanding of Crea­
tion. These have been used in the design of the 
buildings. Within the Wombs or buildings, the 
creative processes of human relationships will 
develop. The Wombs (synonymous with rooms) 
are circular as in nature. The circle is the most 
important geometrical shape in Aboriginal 
culture. The pathways between buildings will 
curve slightly, in line with the body of the 
Serpent Snake. Concepts behind "Moongalba" 
itself are the'Brotherhood of Man and Harmony 
with Nature'.
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When the Editor of Kanyana stood up at the third 
term meeting of the Students'Club to appeal to the 
eighty-two Australian members of International 
House to write articles for the magazine on the 
subject "Australian Culture", I suppose he exemplif­
ied one of its most significant aspects.
There are many reasons why Australian "In te r­
nationals" fail to be motivated to the sacred cause of 
proclaiming the attributes of their native society 
to the readers of Kanyana. The last of these has 
nothing to do with the magazine committee or the 
Editor, and it disappeared from the manifest 
yesterday.
An Australian living in Australia, and I suspect, any 
person living in his own country, tends to take things 
very much for granted. True, he will have his day to 
day grievances, but like the typical "Paul Hogan 
may be a health hazard but Whitlam is a wealth 
hazard", they generally relate to his particular 
microcosm. This is not to say that the attitude to 
Joe Bloggs to the national culture is not changing: 
especially in the last five years a new movement of 
social and cultural awareness has been gaining 
momentum, and I predict that in the next ten years 
pre-eminant changes w ill be wrought in the attitudes 
of many Australians to the pith of their society, 
if not in the physical realization of it.
Consequently the average Australian (and here I 
admit a dangerous generalization, although most of 
us have more in common with Barry Mckenzie than 
we are prepared to acknowledge) feels little  or no 
need to pronounce great judgements on the worth or 
otherwise of his social environment. On the aggregate, 
the way of life he experiences suits him, despite 
well founded claims by sundry sages of electoral 
gerrymander and so unrepresentative government. 
In any case he has a rather positive "live and let 
live" attitude which prohibits his interference in 
anything of significance, beyond his personal sphere 
of influence.
To the mind of one unskilled in the academic social 
sciences, this would appear to be strongly linked to 
his passive disregard for authority and his often not 
too hidden sympathy for the underdog, the fellow 
receiving the bad end of the deal, irrespective of 
whether he deserves it or not. The historical back­
ground of this characteristic lies in the convict era: 
as you would all know (this is especially for the 
benefit of overseas students who may not) Australia 
was settled by the British to provide an outlet for
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its overcrowded prisons, and there are only a select 
few o f us who can be sure that our forefathers 
did not spend their early years in this country in 
most ignoble callings. An even more select few know 
that their ancestors gained a livelihood from bush­
ranging. L ittle  wonder then that Australians have 
prolific sympathy for "blokes who've done the wrong 
thing a couple of times", because "we would not 
want to get a red face about it, would we?", 
(the convicts did bring some British culture with 
them, despite the shackles and the overcrowded 
assisted passages) and most of all we are not 
hypocrites (half).
Coupled with the above-mentioned social attitudes 
is a rigid conservatism, mainly in regard to the above- 
mentioned attitudes. Although she only gets out to 
see us every five to ten years, we still claim 
allegiance to the Queen of England, even if in the 
last six months some (especially forceful) lip service 
has been paid to the long overdue appreciation of 
the geographical anachronism of the existing legal 
ties between England and Australia.
To quote an ex-digger who is known dearly to us all, 
our fathers fought in New Guinea to save Australia 
for the Japanese and Americans. This gentleman 
said this with some vindication as he fought his way 
through a gristly piece of second grade beef (they 
make hamburgers from our first grade beef in 
New York) cooked on bhealf of the multinational 
I.T.T.
Things like costly, long-winded dealings with the 
Privy Council, tough steak and Toyota Corollas are 
the grass roots issues which are providing the driving 
force behind the movement towards greater social 
awareness.
This is not a serious article on Australian culture, 
because I have not mentioned football (diplomatic­
ally w ithout reference to a particular code), cricket 
or that ubiquitous amber flu id (the specific brand 
should be vaguely related to the football code). 
It is an encouragement to those who enjoy Australian 
life in its present form to make the most of it 
before it evolves into "Orwell's 1984 À LA'Strine". 
For those who see the need for change (including 
the disciples of Germaine Greer—an Australian, but 
not an average one—whom I have probably offended 
by using masculine gender pronouns) remember you 
■ are dealing w ith John O'Grady's "Weird Mob".
If you have read this far you are obviously hoping 
that you w ill read some inspiring revelations about 
your own culture or the culture of the country 
in which you are temporarily residing. Such writings 
would be interfering beyond my personal sphere of 
influence, and so I am honour-bound to my country­
men (known in the vernacular as "Mates") to say 
no more.
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Cargo Cult*
a liberation movement 
in Niugini.
"the white man went there as a higher 
being to either get the most out for so 
little, to bring Christ to the heathens, or to 
force law and order on them so they 
would accept a 'higher and better culture."
peter a. buak
As yet, there is no overall agreement on the present 
explanations for the rise of cargo cults. Those who 
have given us some interpretations of cargo cults have 
all been outsiders, in the sense that they are not part 
of the culture where these cults existed. If one reads 
a number of accounts of these cults, it would 
give him the impression that these writers are sitting 
at a distance as spectators in a complicated game 
whose rules they do not know. The players in the 
game are the cultists. The game is intellectual in 
which physical symbols are used, and the ultimate 
aim is to win a prize. The spectators of course do 
not know what the prize w ill be, but they can 
deduce from the physical symbols used that the 
players' reward w ill be cargo. And so the spectators 
christened the game, the 'cargo game'. But as we 
shall see, the prize is not cargo.
To understand the participants' way of thinking, 
and the rationality of the cargo game, one has to
know the traditional way of life of these people, 
the effects of the presence and activities o f the white 
man, the nature of the interaction between the 
outsider and the indigenes, and know how each 
party saw their relationship.
Since there are two different families of related 
languages in Niugini, it could mean that the people 
had two different origins prior to their migration 
to and settling of the land. Besides language d iffer­
ences, there are variations from tribe to tribe in their 
actual customs, beliefs and values. But despite this ap­
parent diversity, there is a common thread that runs 
through the material, ideological and social culture of 
every tribe. For in traditional Niugini, one cannot 
make sense of any concept by just refering to its soc­
iological basis, or only to its material basis, or even 
just to its ideological basis. Essentially this is because 
these three bases of the Niuginian's conceptual 
process are inseparable. And it is this inseparability 
which is the common factor in all the tribes, and 
which in fact, is the universal philosophy of 
traditional life.
In the static traditional society, this philosophy of 
life shaped the tribesman's concept of the cosmos, 
or the sum total of their experience, and on the 
personal level, it was the authority on which each 
individual based his personal convictions and values. 
I shall now briefly illustrate this. A Trobriand (a 
group of islands at the southern tip of the mainland) 
yam garden wasn't just a source of food, for it was 
one of the main sources of wealth; it also had a 
sociological value in that through the exchange of 
yams reciprocal obligations were met, and therefore 
the good relationship inside and outside the clan was 
maintained; it also had a traditional value in that a 
clan was able to honour their ancestors through 
feasts in which yams played an important part; and
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i t  also had a religious significance in that every 
phase of the process of making a yam garden was 
associated with some religious ceremony.
So a yam garden was not only a source o f food and 
wealth, but it had a u tility  value, it was also a symbol 
of a social relationship (P. Lawrence, 1964, p. 28), 
and a product of the interaction between man, 
material and spiritual factors. This material relation­
ship is the germ of the universal philosophy we have 
already discussed. Every fact about man's social 
relationships, man's relationship with the material 
and spiritual world, are all divine or super-human 
revelations (ibid, p. 7), and man was only a vessel 
through which knowledge was revealed.
Though traditional society was static, power structure 
was fluid. Leadership depended on achievement, 
which of course meant that it depended partly on 
each individual's successful manipulation of the 
divine hierarchy, and partly on the unsuccessful 
counter-manipulation of the spirits by other con­
tenders for leadership (assuming that innate personal 
qualities were also operating).
From what has been discussed so far, we may 
conclude that from the ordinary man to the leader, 
and from the family unit to the society, this 
universal philosophy of life affected every interaction 
w ithin the living and between the living and the 
dead, with the material and immaterial, and affected 
the very inner secret thoughts of every individual. 
And this was the cultural atmosphere or climate 
of the period when the white man came to Niugini.
The Pidgin-English word 'wantok' has an exclusive 
connotation. And in every Niuginian language there 
is a word or words for describing an outsider. People 
of other tribes were regarded as outsiders, and the 
white man was also regarded as an outsider. But 
though the white man was an outsider, his presence 
and activities, especially from 1800 when the Christ­
ian missions arrived, affected the people in many 
ways. In Melanesia as a whole, black-birding was 
at its worst between 1850 and 1863, and in sugar 
fields in 1867 (Holthouse, 1969 pp 1-10). It is 
hard now to imagine the methods of signing on the 
black 'volunteers' for labour, but it had a lasting 
effect on the islanders. The traders who cruised 
around the islands for coconut products, beche-de- 
mer, and other sea and tropical products had a 
hard time with the islanders. Relationships with 
missionaries in Niugini after 1800's, though it  has 
been praised to have been very humane, also had 
lasting bad effects, and perhaps even deeper than 
that which was caused by the laymen (Lawrence, 
1964, p. 85).
The white man, whether he was a layman, a mission­
ary, or an administrator certainly came to Niugini 
w ith a neat parcel o f preconceived ideas about the
'kanakas'. He went there as a higher being to either 
get the most out fo r so little , to bring Christ to 
heathens, or to force law and order onto them and 
accept a "higher and better culture". In 'to to ', one 
can say that this was the beginning o f political, 
economic, and cultural imperialism in Niugini.
Such a relationship brought change to the life 
of the people. This was a crisis, a crisis which 
has led people to form new religious monuments. 
This situation was not unique to the people of 
Oceania. In other parts of the world, new forms of 
religions have arisen out of crisis. There is "No 
segment o f human society which ever fails to react 
in some tangible form when its traditional equili­
brium is upset or a crisis erupts in its natural 
environment." (V. Lanternari, 1963, p. 99). Man 
in every culture all through the ages has turned to 
something other than his physical self to help him 
solve the mysteries of life, which arose from man's 
interaction w ith nature, and from independent and 
innate forces of nature.
In this light then, I shall reveal the true nature 
of cargo cults in Niugini. 'Cargo'didn't have to be 
material possession only, fo r it could have been 
immaterial possession also. 'Cargo' then is a variable 
factor in the spiritual search for the unknown, which 
w ill ease the crisis. It is a means to an end, rather 
than an end in itself! Discovering the unknown is 
the end of 'cargo cults'. For man's psychological 
satisfaction and to enable him to grasp the spiritual 
problems, he uses physical medium in his search 
fo r the unknown. This unknown is physical, intell­
ectual and spiritual.
This search for the unknown was instigated by the 
crisis in the life of the people. The cargo move­
ment was a phsyical symbol of man's inner yearning 
to find out the new 'why' of things in order to relieve 
his psychological stress. He wanted to find the 
answer to why the white man had so many kinds 
of foods?; why did he treat him as a 'rubbish man'?; 
why he did not hand over his knowledge to him?; 
why did the white man replace the local spirits with 
the white- spirit in the form of Christ?; and so on 
the mind goes on questioning. In other words, the 
mind or spirit was enclosed as if it were in a shell 
of unanswered questions. The Niuginian wanted to 
liberate himself from this intellectual and spiritual 
bond. And again Niugini is not unique in this 
sense. Liberation movements take many forms in 
every nation and in every age. Niugini liberation 
from  intellectual and physical subjection and servitude 
to the outsider, the white man, and the desire to 
keep the culture as an entity, was expressed in the 
argis of cargo cults. The cults deeper and truer 
meaning then is liberation. And in this sense it means 
not only political and economic liberation, but it 
also means intellectual and cultural liberation.
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"Divorces are common; and also, it is 
increasingly common for young people to 
set up families without getting married."
kent wallin
While travelling in Australia, my impression is that 
the popular Aussie image of Sweden— if there is 
one—can be summed up in four words, all beginning 
with 'S ': smorgasbord, socialism, sin and sex
education.
The SM O R G A SBO R D  is today a sort of symbol of 
Swedish wealth. The Smorgasbord itself is a rather 
new phenomenon, and Swedish wealth is still newer. 
All countries in Northern and Western Eruope have 
made tremendous material progress during the last 
100 years. However in Sweden, the change from the 
old agrarian society to the modern highly industrial­
ised welfare state, has been exceptionally rapid. 
In 1838 the famous Swedish author Carl Jonas 
Love Almquist who fled in 1851 as a criminal to the 
U.S.A., published an essay on 'The Significance of 
Swedish Poverty'. He regarded poverty among the 
Swedish peasantry as a consequence of the severe 
climatic and physical conditions, and he added that 
this poverty obliged the Swedes to work and rely 
on their own inherent resources. As the great
emigration obviously led to a reduction of poverty, 
simultaneously industrialisation established Swedish 
industries, such as the pulp and paper industry and 
iron works, as cornerstones of Swedish wealth.
Generally speaking, Swedish poverty is now a thing 
of the past, although individual hardship is still 
apparent. Sweden is now regarded as having the 
second highest standard of living in the world and, 
also, the highest taxes in Europe.
Thus, when the smorgasbord was introduced to 
Sweden, it was to show that the time had come 
when it was no longer necessary to mix bark with 
the bread, to make it last longer.
Swedish SO C IA L ISM  is a product of industrialisation. 
The majority of Swedish trade unions are collectively 
joined to the Social Democratic Party, which has 
been in power since 1932, practically without a break. 
(Actually it was the world's first Labor party to be 
put into office other than as a result of a revolution.)
Since 1932, Sweden has developed into a welfare 
state, with an elaborate system of social insurance 
and assistance. This has been made possible by 
general economic expansion, and (with important 
exceptions) opposing political parties have supported 
the reform. Some have described it as 'the politics 
of compromise'.
For the most part, political controversy has been 
concerned with the question of distributing economic 
power between the State and private enterprise. 
The opposition contends that the government is 
employing legislation, restrictions, and high taxes to 
achieve gradual socialism by binding methods. The 
Social Democrats reply, that only a strong state is 
able to maintain full employment and social justice. 
Education; medical care; and the operation of rail­
way, postal, telephone and telegraph, broadcasting 
and television services are almost exclusively public 
concern. Therefore, in Sweden, schools are free
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(including books, transport, and lunchtime meals); 
and so is health and dental care. There is also no 
advertising on radio and T.V. However it must be 
noted that 'free' in this case, means paid through 
high taxes.
It is important however, to point out that Sweden 
is still not a socialist nation. The vast majority 
(more than 90%) of industrial and commercial 
undertakings are privately owned. In other words 
social democracy in Sweden is not quite the same 
as dogmatic socialism.
The question of morality in Sweden is a different 
one. It is almost impossible to say whether Swedes 
are more 'SINFUL' than in the past, or in com­
parison with other nationalities. However only a 
rather small m inority participate regularly in church 
life, and religious apathy is much moreprevalentthan 
in most other Christian countries. Divorces are 
common; and also, it is increasingly common for 
young people to set up families w ithout getting 
married. Unmarried mothers are not seen any longer 
as being 'sinful' or 'bad'. Sexual attitudes are more 
permissive than in many other parts of the world. 
Consequently, it is not uncommon to find girls 
only 16 years old, 'on the p ill'. With a broadminded 
government in the background, Swedish producers 
have been able to make films (and books and 
magazines) which have been regarded as very daring 
or 'sinful' overseas (if ever imported). In this field 
Sweden (together with Denmark) has taken a 'leading' 
stand. Perhaps this has encouraged the healthy 
frankness that is characteristic of attitudes towards 
sex, especially among young people.
SEX EDUCATION, however, cannot be held res­
ponsible for this development. Such education is, 
rather, a consequence of the new opinions and an 
attempt to lim it the medical and social incon­
veniences of modern behaviour. Generally speaking,
I believe that today's Swedes are no more 'sinful' 
than other people of the world and in some respects, 
they are perhaps relatively human and even Christian.
ATTITUDES:
As in many other countries, massive demonstrations 
were set up in Sweden against the Russian occupation 
of Czeckoslavakia in 1968 and the war in Vietnam. 
Moreover, many Swedes, particularly students, feel 
very strongly against nuclear bombs, racism and the 
Greek military jaunta. Growing anti-colonial feelings 
in Sweden have caused much criticism of Portugal, 
and to some extent, England and France.
The American influence is greater than ever before, 
especially in the areas of science, technology, liter­
ature and amusements. During the second world 
war, the majority of social groups were pro-English 
and anti-German; Winston Churchil was a great hero 
in Sweden.
During the 19th Century and the first decades of 
the 20th Century, many Swedes were still boasting 
of their Vikings, their m ilitant kings and their 
position in European policy-making during the 17th 
Century. The modern Swede does not boast in this 
way; rather he is a little  ashamed of these conquests, 
and sometimes eager to point out that his country 
did not take part in the imperial policy during the 
colonial era. Today's Swede prefers to boast of other 
things: the country's social policy, the high standard 
of living, their machines and motor cars. It is some­
times hard fo r him to  understand that foreigners 
are not always equally impressed. Nor w ill he 
readily admit that his way of life can be a fitting 
target for criticism. Moreover, as one who has 
been a spectator of the great international conflicts 
in recent decades, the Swede might also have some 
d ifficu lty in appreciating the problems of other 
nations. In any case, a rigid attitude of isolation is 
now out of the question. Sweden is no longer a 
remote agrarian country, primarily dependent on the 
year's crop. It is a part of the global world, and 
every change in the international situation has im­
mediate effects on their daily lives and their thinking.
As a Swede, I believe it is vitally important fo r us 
to know more about other people and their cultures, 
and it is also important that others know a little 
more about us. Hopefully I have been able to present, 
in this article, a clearer perspective of some aspects 
of the Swedish culture.
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In the early history of mankind the powerful ruling 
class depended for much of its prestige upon the 
possession of valuables. Gems and metals were 
therefore universally considered to be fraught with 
magical virtue; to be, in fact, veritable givers of life.
Prospecting parties led by members of aristocratic 
families set out in search of such treasures, passing 
east through India and Assam and onwards across 
the Pacific to Central America, and then North 
almost to the Arctic.
They established themselves as rulers, organised the 
people, taught them to cultivate the soil by irrigation, 
build houses, gave them law and order and brought 
civilisation to them.
Traces of this cultural wave are to be seen all 
through the Pacific Islands evidenced by the remains 
of building operations: enormous rough hewn rec­
tangular blocks of stone arranged in a circle, finely 
trimmed blocks carefully bu ilt in platforms and 
terraces. Canals connected with long disused irrigation 
systems.
It is easier for men to  forget than to remember and 
so ancient customs are maintained for the simple 
reason that they are ancient customs but their real 
meaning may be forgotten and new meanings or 
perhaps no meaning at all added.
In many rites may be traced the remains of a former 
reasoned religion. In fo lk lore and superstitous 
customs may be seen the fa int re-echo of the magic 
of the East, the culture of the ancient Egyptians.
In this way it is possible to account fo r similarities 
in primitive religion, organisation, folk-lore, and
Má (Tultun
customs throughout the world.
There were other early cultures. The Sumerian, 
Babylonian and Assyrian civilisations are all of great 
antiquity and are closely allied and interwoven one 
with another.
Excavations revealed that apart from tombs and 
gems and works of art, the food of our Bible story 
was no myth, but an actual fact, thus tending to 
support the theory that fo lk tales are not w ithout 
foundation.
There is no room for controversy concerning the 
growth of modern civilisation. A ll know that it is 
based partly upon the Roman (law and building) 
partly upon the Greek (art and philosophy) and a 
little on the ancient East (religion).
The Roman takes much from the Greeks but its 
earliest period is based on the Etrusean culture, 
itself a very complicated origin, but traceable 
through the Swiss lake pile dwelling peoples to the 
Nordic, kitchen-midden remains, and from these 
South and East back to Asia Minor
The Greek culture was affected by several influxes, 
but based mainly on the very early culture revealed 
in the remains on the Isle of Crete.
Culture is a continuous process; sometimes advancing 
in great tidal waves, sometimes receding, but never 
standing still.
Culture has been defined as the acquainting ourselves 
with the best that has been known and said in the 
world, and thus with the history of the human 
spirit.
Through the traditional clothing, dancing, art and 
above all discussions on the customs and cultures of 
other countries, a better understanding of the people 
of other countries can be achieved.
In college at present more than 20 countries are 
represented, and each resident w ill never have a 
better opportunity to get to know each other and 
each others' culture and customs than now, but it 
has to be a two way traffic.
It can be said, and no doubt w ill, that there are not 
the facilities available to do this and these will be 
improved as time and finance permit but is fu ll use 
being made of the poor opportunities ;and facilities 
which are available now?
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A itisi termine le Septembre.
E t il y  a de grande tristesse 
dans m on coeur—
Car c 'est desole d'etre seul 
avec la pluie
et r  écho d 'u n  rire 
— une raillerie a ma tristesse solitaire.
Oú est le Printem ps?
So  ends September.
A n d  there is great sadness 
in m y heart—
Fo r 'tis desolate to be alone 
with the rain
and the echo o f a laugh 
— a jeer at m y solitary sadness
Where is the Spring?
L ynelle The!ander.
CLOUDBURST'
It was going to be a good year.
He could sense it in the warmth of the summer 
evening as he lounged back in his squatter's chair, 
his two powerful arms folded over a comfortably 
distended stomach. (Fiona was a damn good cook, 
no one could deny that.) And an involuntary smile, 
an expression at once of pride and contentment, 
crept almost imperceptibly across his rough hand­
some features.
John Banning was still a young man, by district 
standards. He and Fiona had come to "Wungalah" as 
newly-weds, and now, ten years later, they were still 
referred to by the people of the district as "that 
young couple on Jack's old place". Why, John could 
not be sure. Perhaps it was that time seemed to have 
lost its meaning for these people. The seasons they 
knew, but each passing year soon melted into anony­
mity in the haze of yesterday's memories. Or perhaps 
it was because of the way Fiona dressed herself— 
always fresh and smart, and still with that unmistak­
able quick speech and high-speed efficiency of the 
city office.
She was a great girl, Fiona. It hadn't been easy, 
either—one long, hard struggle to establish themselves, 
a seemingly endless succession of back-breaking days
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and late nights spent anxiously poring over those 
wretched figures in his books. But always there 
would be Fiona, smiling, to  cheer him out of his 
depression and to restore the strength of purpose to 
his exhausted spirit. Now, though with the major 
repairs and improvements complete, "Wungalah" was 
even modern in some respects, and John Banning fe lt 
he could relax at last.
The gentle chinking of plates brought him back to the 
present, and at the same time engendered in his 
w ild ly imaginative mind a delightfully romantic idea. 
Suddenly animated with the expectant excitement 
o f sharing his resolve with his wife, he emerged with 
a little  grunt from the depths of his chair and moved 
silently into the kitchen.
Fiona squealed with surprize and delight as she felt 
those strong arms she knew so well suddenly spin her 
around and hold her in a crushing embrace. For a 
long moment John held her, and then with all the 
glee of a child gloating over a secret, he teased her:
"Guess what?"
Hardly giving her time to open her mouth in reply, 
he launched excitedly into his plans for a holiday as 
carefree and as fu ll of fun as any they had ever 
dreamed of. His flood of words was only checked by 
Fiona cutting in:
"Really darling, you get the silliest ideas sometimes! 
We can't possibly afford such an extravagance!" 
(The practical mind of the secretary calculating 
figures again.)
But John was not to be talked out of his crazy, wild 
idea by any o f Fiona's lectures on the dangers of 
spending today w ithout thought fo r tomorrow. The 
returns from this season alone were going to be 
enough to  cover any expenses they might incur, so 
fo r once he was going to stand firm  by his proposal. 
Besides, after ten years they not only deserved a rest— 
they needed it!
Logic and reason make no impression on a mind 
intoxicated with an impulsive, reckless idea, and 
Fiona was forced to resign herself to the prospect of 
a wild escapade into extravagence. Secretly, she was 
ecstatic.
*  *  *
Nature is a cruel mistress to the man who presumes 
to deny per power over his life. Many tricks she has 
to punish the rebel child. The rain that once filled his 
nostrils with the sweet smell of new growth she pours 
down in a thunderous flood, drawing into its gaping 
depths whole herds of beasts, blind in their terror. 
And the joy of a clear day laden with bird song she 
turns into the parched agony of a drought, with only 
the crows to cry man's fo lly  across the emtpiness
So it was that, five years after he had sat comfortably 
in his chair and made the fatal mistake of being sure 
of a rosy future, John Banning now found himself 
bent in despair over his desk. He held his throbbing 
head between two care-worn hands, trying to shut out 
the desolation o f the night; he shut his eyes against 
the painful sight of the unpaid bills, the impossible 
rates of interest on loans, the bank overdrafts, and 
the bewildering mazes of red figures. Five years ago 
it had all seemed so easy, but now. . .
The desperate mind follows a logic all its own, and 
systematically John found reason to blame himself 
for every misfortune. If only he had done that 
before the flood, or if only he had not been away 
when the fire broke out. He even blamed their lack 
of family on his own imagined impotence. He hated 
himself most for that. Somehow he fe lt he had failed 
Fiona, and he fe lt his own rage at the injustice of his 
situation rise withim him and tear at his throat.
Suddenly, something snapped w ithin his tortured 
mind. Mechanically, he began to gather together all 
the papers that littered his desk. One by one, he 
filed each carefully, or bound them neatly together 
w ith rubber bands. Then, with everything ordered 
and secure, he took out a sheet of paper and wrote. 
His face was expressionless as he folded the note and 
placed it carefully against the clock.
He gazed unseeing about the room, clouded with 
memories of depression, then slid open a drawer. As 
he fe lt his fingers close over the cold metal of the 
revolver, he shuddered involuntarily. For a moment 
he was gripped by a frantic desire to hold Fiona, to 
feel her bare flesh cool and smooth against his own. 
But no. He shook his head and the cruel vision was 
gone— and with it all feeling, both love and pain. With 
mechanical slowness, he lifted the revolver and 
pressed the hollow point hard against his temple. . .
The thunder exploded into the silence of the night, 
startling Fiona from her sleep. Staring blankly at the 
ceiling, she listened for a minute to the persistent 
drumming of the rain on the iron roof. Then, as the 
realization dawned upon her, she smiled.
Tonight, at last, she could tell him. Before, she had 
been frightened to add to his anxiety w ith  her news 
of an extra financial burden, but now rain meant 
hope of recovery and the promise of more good 
seasons to follow. Yes, tonight she would share with 
him the secret of the life she fe lt pulsating w ithin her 
— the child they had both loved and watched over for 
so long in their dreams.
Pulling the covers closer around her, she turned over 
and wondered vaguely why her husband did not come 
to close the windows.
*  *  #
(Lynelle Thelander.)
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SEX MAY RUIN INTERNATIONAL 
RELATIONSHIPS rasma lee
An alarming possibility maybe, but this is one I 
believe is very real and very true. However before 
entering into discussion on this subject, I feel a 
definition of terms, as I shall be using them, is 
necessary.
The "sex " referred to in my statement is that 
natural biological attraction one person feels towards 
another of the opposite sex. Known in its more 
powerful form in the male as his "sex drive", it is 
the entire pattern of behaviour of a male or a female 
trying to "win onto" a member of the opposite sex. 
In short, "sex does not refer simply to the isolated 
physical act of sexual intercourse, but rather it is a 
broader concept of the whole process of the natural 
biological interaction between the male and the 
female.
While "international" is self-explanatory, "relation­
ship" is, I feel, a greatly misinterpreted word. The 
Oxford dictionary defines "relationship" as a "tie of 
kindred". In context then, a "relationship" is a tie of 
kindred or a friendship based, not on sexual attrac­
tion, but on a deep understanding and respect for the 
beliefs and cultural upbringing of the other person.
What better place for these ties of kindred to be 
established than in the International Houses of the 
world? However, while the houses all offer a unique 
opportunity to better international relationships, 
I feel sure they all suffer from this same problem of 
sex ruining the chances of many to come to a deep 
understanding of their different ways of life. Natur­
ally the International Houses could all boast of 
international marriages and courtships, which surely 
enhance these relationships. But this is not the point 
of contention, because this type of relationship is a 
mutual sexual attraction between two people. The 
problem under discussion is the situation where the 
female wants to establish international relationships 
without becoming involved in any sexual interaction.
If we take as an example, an I.H. function 
such as "Corroboree", at which the founding of such 
relationships is encouraged, we find that sex impairs 
interaction between people who could otherwise 
further imrpove understanding of their respective 
cultures. It could be found that, after talking to an
overseas male for about half an hour about his 
country, there is an invitation to his room for coffee. 
On entering his room, he plays the record which 
happens to be on the stereo, and with all intentions 
of furthering the discussion of his birthplace gone, 
he proposes a party for two. I am not suggesting that 
this happens with every overseas male, or that it 
happens only with overseas males, but since I am 
concerned here with International relationships, the 
two parties would be the Australian female and 
overseas male, or a overseas female and Australian 
male.
Now if a situation similar to the above develops a few 
times, the girl who is genuinely interested in the 
country and culture of her overseas brother is going 
to be put constantly on her guard against these 
obvious 'fronting' techniques. This then causes a 
wariness which hinders the deepening of her under­
standing of his way of life.
Why are the Australian females in this predicament? 
It is my belief that when many of the overseas males 
come here to Australia, they notice that the Austral­
ian female is far more outgoing, and because of her 
upbringing is able to mix more easily than many of 
her overseas sisters. Thus the overseas male may get 
the impression that she is forward and "easy to 
win onto". Again I would like to stress that I am not 
suggesting that every overseas male is "on the make", 
with only sex on his mind, because the sex that I am 
referring to is the natural biological attraction of the 
male toward the female, or vice versa. It is only when 
this attraction is not mutual that we have this 
problem.
From my own experiences and from those of other 
female residents of International House, I firmly 
believe that sex can ruin the opportunity of the 
female to really understand and appreciate her over­
seas brothers. I regret the disadvantage of being a 
female in this respect, because although we live in a 
House which is a treasure chest of knowledge of 
different countries and cultures, the almost inevitable 
intrusion of sex into many ¡international relationships 
means that we cannot benefit fully from this wonder­
ful opportunity to discover and understand ways of 
life different from our own.
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the University.''A College within
That is what International House is but what does 
this description really mean? A  college implies the 
existence of a community of people with shared 
norms and values. Is ours such a community? Res­
idential colleges were meant to enhance what a 
University offered. They offered, compared with 
lodgings or with many homes, an environment 
where intellectual interests were strong. They afford­
ed students exceptionally favourable opportunities 
for the stimulating interplay of mind with mind, for 
the formation of friendships and for learning the art 
of understanding and living with others of outlook 
and temperament unlike their own. Colleges can be 
and often are a great humanising force. How does 
International House measure up to this criterion?
One of the main arguments for the continued 
existences of university colleges is the need for 
students to have a sense of belonging to a commun­
ity. Within large and populous universities, the college 
supplies a smaller unit whereby and within which the 
student can relate and identify and seek refuge from 
the vast impersonality outside its walls.
"During the 1930's there was a growing emphasis 
upon the problems of students who attended Uni­
versities as day institutions and then returned at 
night to homes where the atmosphere, if not positive­
ly anti-intellectual, was at least not conducive to 
study. It was increasingly felt that if there was to be 
more to a university education than the purely 
instrumental goal of gaining a vocationally useful 
qualification, then more must be done to ensure 
that undergraduates had the opportunity to leave 
their families, and provision must be made for 
conditions where not only their academic progress 
could be fostered but they could also have the 
experience of a liberal education."1
In 1946, Sir Walter Moberly in 'T h e  Crisis in the 
University" wrote "Fo r the future administrator, or 
industrial leader, or, indeed, for the future citizen, 
the setting in which he lives and the quality of the 
common life in which he takes part, determine his 
mental development at least as much as the know­
ledge he acquires. This is one more example of the 
familiar truth that the most effective education fo r 
community is through the actual experiences of the
ivor m. b. cribb
challenges, stimuli, responsibilities and necessary ad­
justments of community Ufe. "
The role of a college, then, would be to enhance 
what is offered at the University so that students may 
receive a liberal education rather than a narrow and 
vocational one whose sole aim is "a licence to 
practice".
Brothers and Hatch in "Residence and Student Life" 
discuss also the role of the Warden and the Tutors 
as integral parts of a college community.
They quote from the Niblett Report of the U.K. 
University Grants Committee; 'T h e  Warden should 
be at once a scholar with an understanding of acad­
emic life—though it is more important he should be a 
man open to ideas than a learned one—a sympathetic 
guide to his students, a competent administrator 
(if only in the art of delegation), a pleasant host, a 
man with time for other people.
"H is pastoral care should be unobtrusive, but he 
must be at hand to help when needed and notice 
difficulties before they become disasters. He needs 
tact to help the ill-mannered and socially ignorant. 
It is his business to ensure good conditions for 
private study and to promote interests and activities 
outside the field of a specialised course."2
'T h e  role of the residential Tutor is an unenviable 
one. Many are post-graduates and are often so busy 
with their own work that they have little time to play 
an active part in college life. Ideally, a tutor, because 
he is generally close to the age of the undergraduate 
and, because, he already survived academically, 
should be in a good position to guide and assist the 
younger members of college. This may be nullified 
if his own work load is too heavy. His other role 
should be to act as a social catalyst, to create 
sympathetic interaction within his own sub-group 
which then will overflow into the larger college 
community. By his own academic expertise, it is 
hoped he can also inspire a desire for academic 
excellence and with his larger and wider experience 
he should be able to enlarge the intellectual horizons 
of his fellows.
It is very difficult to find people who have all these 
attributes and who can play the ideal role tradition 
has assigned to Tutors.
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BUZIE BEE DELICATESSEN
SEE  LE IG H  FOR SE R V IC E
OPEN 7.30 AM TO 7.30 PM 7 DAYS
THE TOPS FOR INTERNATIONAL DELICACIES
239 Hawken Drive Phone 71-1023
This far I have set down thoughts on the expectations 
of college residence and the role of wardens and 
tutors. I return now to reiterate my opening question 
"How  does International House fulfil these criteria?"
On the question of social interaction, much still 
needs to be achieved. Groups form, often based on 
past associations, and many do not take advantage of 
the varied opportunities for making new and stimul­
ating friendships. In the field of intellectual adven­
ture, there is a vast need for more discussion groups, 
more interest and awareness of other cultures and 
international relations, and I would hope that this 
may be better fostered in the years to come. But this 
is somewhat problematical, unless a joint and con­
certed effort is made by the whole college 
community.
Over the past few years, the attitude of students, 
generally, has altered and International House has 
changed to meet some of the desires of its residents. 
Many query whether the Formal Dinner has any real 
significance anymore. Owing to the pressure of 
progressive assessment and the consequent demand 
for library places, many students prefer to have early 
dinner so they are assured of library space. So now 
there are two formal dinners instead of the former 
four. Within the student population, as a whole, has
come a desire for non-conformity both in behaviour 
and in dwelling. As a result of this demand the 
Australian Universities Commission is now making 
funds available for non-collegiate type housing.
However, I am of the firm opinion, that a College 
such as ours will continue to attract the large number 
of applicants it does, as it continues to appraise itself 
and question whether it is performing its function. 
The world itself is changing and experiences which 
were meaningful for students five years ago may not 
have the same attraction to the students of 1974. 
So therefore it is essential to foster even closer inter­
action between the students, the tutors, the Warden 
and the administration so that this so valuable sense 
of community may be further strengthened to 
transmit the values International House stands for.
In so doing. International House will then fulfil its 
role of providing a socialising and liberal education, 
and of fulfilling its special role of contributing 
towards world understanding.
References:
1. Brothers and Hatch "Residence and Student Life" 
p. 42 Tavistock Publications, 1971.
2. Brothers and Hatch, p. 125.
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MEMORIES FROM THE WICKED FASCIST'S DAUGHTER.
a moment
her eyes caught by a field o f grass
long, brown fingers around an empty flagon
my soul inside
she would no t sacrifice a today 
fo r any tomorrow
but i t  died and she did no t know i t
To smash the bottle against her skull 
would no t revive i t
bu t to be free from her prison fingers 
would stop the mo(u)rning.
In an Alley 
Large and black,
not delicate like the cats of chintz and China.
The tom cat walked slowly 
leopard statue
muscles moving sliding silently under the fur 
He looked at me 
his eyes nights within nights 
coals glowing darkly 
black light burning.
Hours later he returned following a female.
Like spring-wild 
he leapt
now like a spring-cocked 
taut
he rocked with the roll of the earth
the leap of fire and the surge of his life-hot blood
Fighting as his gods told him
tearing and burning,
avenging himself on darkness.
As the female screamed 
fire flamed from him.
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Under an effective college executive comprising of 
President Les Cruckshank, Vice president Sari Maso, 
Secretary David Moore and the efficient Treasurer 
Bill Tranter, nineteen seventy-three saw great partic­
ipation in activities within the club and in College. 
In addition, several new ventures were instigated 
which proved successful and have potential for the 
future.
—  As usual, the International SOIREE was the most 
popular and in keeping with college aims, was the 
greatest success of the year. Under the convenor- 
ship o f George Kweifio-Okai, the committee pro­
duced what has been said was the “ best Soiree 
ever".
—  Jocelyn Hogarth with her able committee, provided 
a full SOCIAL calendar for the members of the 
Students' Club. Two very successful functions 
were seen in the I.H. Formal and the Sadie 
Hawkins Night.
—  Once again. International House participated in all 
I.C.C. SPORTS. The organization of the overall 
programme was ably handled by Convenors Rasma 
Lee and John Chandler. We gained a mixed 
success— the highlight being a Soccer Premiership 
for college. This was a great e ffort by a truly 
International team. Throughout the year, the 
sports pavilion was reserved fo r I.H. one night a 
week fo r those who wished to play social sport.
—  CORROBOREE, comprising of both sporting and 
social activities, was this year held in Sydney and 
under the leadership of Lynelle Thelander proved 
a great success. Everyone who attended really 
enjoyed the week.
Extra-curricular activities figured greatly in this year's 
College Calendar. Although organized by college 
members, these groups function outside the Student 
Club Organization. Some are old; some are new. 
Some showed an attempt to reach out to the inter­
national students who find the traditional activities 
engaged in by the college not their 'thing'.
—  As in past years the WINE CELLAR and the 
PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB provided a valuable
service to the Student body.
—  A new organization, a brainchild o f Rasma Lee 
emerged during first term. The COOKING CLUB 
was aimed at learning a little  more about the 
different styles of cooking'practiced by the many 
varied cultures represented here at I.H. The club 
arranged a very successful function in the first 
month with five international dishes. A corcoined 
dinner between one of the mens' towers and a 
floor of the girls block was the next function. 
Later in the year, the club catered for a rotary 
dinner at I.H., bringing in valuable revenue for the 
fund.
—  DISCUSSION GROUPS were held on Sunday 
nights by Peter Kedit and Jim Elliott. Several 
interesting topics emerged and showed that such 
activities can become a marvellous arena for 
international understanding.
—  Alex Sy, supported by over fo rty  college members 
arranged an extremely successful VERBOTEN 
REVIVAL netting a p ro fit of over $350 which 
will go towards decorating " A "  commonroom. 
This was an attempt to show that such a cabaret 
could be a success and that students can do some­
thing for college towards bettering the conditions 
here. It is in this atmosphere of work and co­
operation that the concept of 'brotherhood' is 
close to being realised.
—  A group of people who played an important role 
in college in 1973 were the Surfers Paradise 
Rotariannes. They raised over $240 towards the 
furnishing of "B "  commonroom. This was done 
through a raffle and a BINGO NIGHT down the 
coast. Mr and Mrs Tuffs raised over $700 for 
college at another function at Southport. College 
students also helped with this ART SHOW.
In conclusion, it would be appropriate to mention 
something which provided a most effective mouth­
piece for college residents this year. 'FEEDBACK ' 
was revived during orientation week and through a 
system of rotating editorship has continued on a 
regular basis throughout the whole of '73. All 
Editors and their staff should be proud of this 
achievement.
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President’s
Report.
les cru cksh an k
College and college life inevitably must leave an 
everlasting impression on its inhabitants. It is during 
an impressionable period of life that the majority of 
collegians reside in this particular environment, and 
it is imperative that they receive of life the same way 
as a diet— well balanced.
Initially one must realize that a college, in its con­
struction is a study in "People Planning". Planning so 
that the people can mix and work as, and for, a 
community. In the light of this, the type of person 
who enters a college, and in particular, International 
House, should have two basic qualities: — (i) insight 
and (ii) adaptability.
— Insight not only into one's character and ideals, but 
also insight into one's direction in life as one of its
organic beings. So many of the first year under­
graduates give the impression of being lost in the 
new, and awe-inspiring surroundings of University. 
Here they no longer follow a set curriculum, but have 
to determine their own studies, and consequently 
their own future.
In this regard, the University of New England is intro­
ducing a general course where students are able to 
select their subjects. For example. History can be 
taken in conjunction with Architecture, Science, 
Anatomy and Animal Behaviour. From general 
courses like this, the student is then able to gauge 
fo r himself what specialization he would like. It is 
intended that this w ill reduce the rate of gross 
failures and drop-outs. While this course is commend­
able in its theoretical basis, and w ill no doubt 
achieve its objectives, I contend that the same results 
will be attained by a change of emphasis in the social 
structure. Instead of it being the "in  th ing" to go 
straight from high school to university, everybody 
should have a year's break from studies to work, 
thereby getting an education in life, and a better 
understanding of oneself before tackling higher 
studies, if this is the choice.
— Adaptability to be able to meet, overcome, and 
accept changing environments, many different back­
grounds o f colour, custom and outlook, as well as a 
host of other situations not previously encountered 
is essential. It is in this context, that I feel it impera­
tive that all first year students should enter a college 
where everybody is facing the same transitional 
dilemma. A fter finding one's feet, it would be 
desirous to go forth and widen one's horizons and 
knowledge of life, by accepting the challenge of 
fending fo r oneself in a fla t or communal type 
accommodation.
An integral part of college is "liv ing". Living, in one 
context is a "means of subsistence". Here a college 
substitutes for man's natural instinct for hunting 
fo r food, thereby allowing him to divert his capac­
ities towards other needs. Living, in the other 
context, is "to  live life to the fullest". A known 
fact of life is that you only retrieve what you 
contribute towards a th ing:—  sometimes you are 
fortunate by gaining more, other times less. It is in 
this regard that a college student is able to reap 
enormous gains in life itself. Apart from interaction 
between students and exchange of experiences and 
knowledge, these students live on the university's 
doorstep, which gives them access to fu lly  exploit all 
of its offerings, academically and culturally.
So long as a collegian is then able to rank his 
priorities of life, and its transitional steps in the 
correct order, then there is nothing to  say that 
college does not add immeasurably to one's exper­
iences and insatiable quest for knowledge.
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Although there were come complaints at the beginn­
ing of the year, that the Social Committee appeared 
to be lying dormant and not doing much at all to 
spend all those funds allocated to  us by the Students' 
Club, I th ink it may be said, now that the year is at 
an end, that we have not proven ourselves all that 
useless and that we were simply waiting until the 
time was right.
As, in the previous year, the two main functions of 
1973 were the Formal and Sadie Hawkins which both 
went o ff well after lots o f organising and worrying 
by members of the Committee.
Apart from the activities mentioned above, we have 
had barbeques at appropriate times, a film  night and 
a couple of kegs here and there to keep everyone 
happy.
I hope, social wise, that we did keep everyone happy
in 1973. I must say that it is d ifficu lt, but the 
Social Committee does its best every year to try  and 
organize functions which, hopefully, all those in 
college w ill enjoy. I th ink it  is appropriate to add here 
that fo r the people who are not happy with the or­
ganized social activities within college, the only way 
their complaints may be heard is by attending the 
Social Committee meetings and thereby getting some 
action. The meetings are open to every college mem­
ber and are always announced two or three days 
beforehand.
I hope those who did attend any of the college 
functions this year had a good time and generally 
enjoyed themselves. Remember one and all, if it 
was not for the enthusiastic, tireless efforts of the 
Social Committee none of it would have been 
possible! I!
The Soiree of 1973 differed from those of previous 
years in many ways. Firstly, it catered fo r a greater 
number of guests. It also provided fo r a wider 
variety of food tastes. Moreover it involved a lot of 
non-college students in both the cultural displays 
and food preparation. Lastly it was fo r the first 
time held outside college.
International House Soiree is important in many 
respects. While it serves a public relations function, 
it also provides an opportunity fo r residents to 
observe and experience other cultures. While this 
could be one way of achieving the cross-cultural 
aims of International House, perhaps Soiree serves 
also as a way of regulating the tempo of a rather 
irresistible desocialisation and resocialisation of over­
seas students in a foreign culture.
I would like to acknowledge those who helped to 
make this year's Soiree a success. The German Club, 
i nong all cultural groups need special mention.
heir readiness in responding to calls to perform is 
i lost appreciated. To the German Club, the Poly­
nesian cultural group, and the Japanese singing group, 
the Soirees committee joins with me in extending 
our sincere thanks.
Personally, I would like to thank all members of 
college who participated in some way and in partic­
ular, I am very grateful to my Soiree committee 
whose help was unqualified and based on no other 
consideration than on what this college stands for.
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I.H. CAR RALLY
russel
muchow
The 1973 Car Tour was designed to provide both 
a test of technical skills and some appreciation of 
the countryside of South-East Queensland.
On Sunday morning, April 15, fifteen cars set out 
from Rock Street for the final destination: Gatton's 
nearby Lake Atkinson. Leg 1 was a 31.8 mile tour 
of the suburbs of Brisbane, ending at the Inala 
checkpoint manned by John Pearson, Bill Gilmore 
and Peter Ruscoe. Leg 2 was a 52.2 mile tour of the 
outer suburbs of Ipswich including the Swanbank 
powerhouse and the Lockyer Valley; w ith checkpoint 
2, west of Marburg, being manned by Jan Nolan, 
Linnet Sanchez, Bob Minchin and Nev Davis. Leg 3 
was a 27.3 mile nature study tour, in which partic­
ipants had to collect various flowers and souvenirs , 
ending with a Bar-b-q lunch, skilfully prepared by 
master chefs Mansor, McLean, and Heath.
The star of the first leg, if not the whole tour, was 
Ian Buchanan, who won the booby prize. Ian left 
Rock Street last (approximately 30 minutes after 
the first starter) and was the first to arrive at 
Checkpoint 1. On the other hand, Kev Diflo's 
navigator Larry Carr had trouble finding the J.D. 
Story Building and evnetually arrived at checkpoint 
1, one and a half hours late. No more was seen of 
Kev until late Sunday night. Apparently his destin­
ation was Toowoomba. Leland Sanchez's navigator, 
Laura Vincent won the most original navigator's
award, since, after arriving at checkpoint 1 over three 
hours late, their destination proved to be Moogerah 
Dam.
Leg 2 presented difficulties with all participants 
failing to find the WV3 and WV4 signs. Perhaps the 
activities that aroused the most interest on Leg 2 
was the counting of 59 AJAX bolts in the centre of 
the wooden bridge near Greenwood Village. Kim 
Rouse also developed a sensational method of grass­
mowing. The late arrivals at checkpoint 2 were 
rather spectacular. George Perry was certainly in his 
element speeding up the d irt road to the checkpoint 
at something over 75 mph. Vic Winders also showed 
considerable expertise on this road.
Leg 3 proved to be a leisurely drive fo r all partic­
ipants with most interest being generated in the 
collecting of souvenirs. Perhaps the most interesting 
was Sue Harrison's dead goanna.
The overall winner of the 1973 Car Tour was 
Clarence Fong under the artful navigation of John 
Mackerell. A fter this victorious event Clarence was 
unlucky to have two tire blowouts on the journey 
home. Vic and Mrs Winders took out second place 
followed by Sue Harrison in third position.
Apart from occasional cryptic comments about a 
certain engineer's high voltage power lines, and a 
certain agricultural flavour, the 1973 Car Tour was 
enjoyed by all. Perhaps an even more interesting 
and enjoyable tour can be planned for 1974.
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SEX SCANDAL STRIKES SYDNEY !!!
or here we go again
IH Corroboree Report
Once again a sturdy group of garrulous IH residents 
gathered to represent our Alma mata. This time the 
meeting was at the bright lights of gay (?) Sydney. 
Of course some of us sometimes left King's Cross 
for the refined atmosphere of IH Sydney.
IH Sydney is situated in one of the quiet and 
respectable areas of Sydney, somewhat attached to 
Sydney University. It consists of a 'rotunda' of three 
stories and a 'hotel' block of nine stories . . . actually 
each room has a story . . . The rotunda houses the 
dining room, wool (common) room, and facility 
rooms; while the 'block' houses the students.
A fter an enjoyable, invigorating, and memorable 
journey under the close care and attention of the 
NSW Railways—lasting 16 hours—19 hardened and 
hungry Queenslanders h it Sydney. The great stir was 
on. Certainly these naughty nineteen left an impress­
ion on Sydney IH.
Results of this ostensibly friendly meet were: — 
Soccer, Basketball, and Billiards first; Debating, and 
Badminton second; and Table Tennis, Chess and 
Bridge third. Overall we tied with the home college 
(Syd. IH) for the overall trophy—26.5 points. Every­
one participated in these efforts. Thanks for the fun, 
crew, we came out on top in most if not all 
encounters.
Now fo r the juicy tidbits—the slanderous statements— 
on the personalities of the team. Kent showed what 
his Swedish blood could do by disappearing within 
an hour on the train, getting himself invited out for 
tea by the second night, with his smooth following 
(er - - - flowing) manners, accessibility, and approach- 
ability. Lesson One in the Kent Code is. . . "H i Babe!" 
'Joe Cool' (Peter with his sunglasses on) notched up 
his successes too. Skipper was absent on some glaring 
occasions, and hasn't backed up his promise of two 
icecreams for the soccer win. One known occasion, 
Peter and friends went to pictures, come the interval 
his seat was empty. Evidently Peter had a lot of 
friends to visit. Dave and Sari showed some of their 
South Seas style. . . or perhaps wantonness. Nonethe­
less they did manage to give Beau Terence a thorough 
tour o f the. . . you've guessed it. . . the glamour spot 
of the tour—King's Cross. Robin dropped in (she was 
in Sydney too) and that lessened Dave's free time. . . 
but he sure knows some tricks. Sari was in many ways 
the dark horse of the group. Never let it be said that 
this Soccer-Playing basketballer (he is very gifted) 
was too quiet.
One notable occasion, Kent, Dave and Sari, had an 
interesting time at the Cross (. . . d idn 't we all?) 
whereby Kent's charm produced the goods. They at 
least enjoyed this social platonic encounter.
Terence and Margie made a delightful couple, but it 
was a p ity that that was all they made. Margie didn't 
go on Terence's "Great Expedition to King's Cross", 
but otherwise they were a good example of solitary 
togetherness. It's nice to feel wanted. . .
Ras and Alex were the 'cooltural' leaders of the 
expedition. They were the in-fighters, the convenors, 
and the stirrers that prodded Sydney. . . with other 
assistance. . . along into doing such radical and 
unconventional things as hosting some social parties, 
putting on a film , and organising a bus trip to the 
Blue Mountains. Alex—featuring in most sports and 
taking slides—did little out of the ordinary. Too tired 
probably. Rasma made up for this. Wot, fo r instance, 
was she doing in a male Sydney resident's room 
(with Barb) at 3.00 A.M. one night. Keeping him up? 
And wot of her present on leaving, hey? Yes old 
conventional Ras had her fun. Cathy and John also 
enjoyed themselves; John then currently engaged in 
compiling a guide to drainage and spillage amenities 
thorugh the length and breadth of Sydney; (his tip 
incidently is the Gents at 'SungLing' in Dixon
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Street). Faridah and Norman were prominent too. 
One night Norman decided to  launch his own Cheng 
Commission on King's Cross. A t the same time 
Faridah decided to let her hair down and enjoy 
the refreshing taste of inebriation. Poor Faridah, she 
couldn't even down her second "S illy B illy ". . .
Talking of Silly Billies; the two Wongs d idn't make 
(to labor the o l' pun) a Wight Australia . Policy. 
Tony let himself go and become the Group Drunkard, 
finding the heady beer and girls (. . . at least I think 
it was the girls. . . ) too much. One notable occasion 
found him divesting his gear at a well attended 
gathering. The other Wong was more sedate (he 
keeps himself to himself, so to speak). Poor Bill, he 
made such a comforting masculine figure er shoulder 
for one of the fairer, younger detached females of 
the party on the way down.
Wot you will be asking yourself happened to Valen­
tino Graeme? That's wot I am asking? Anyone who 
knows . . ? Nonetheless he did live up to the spirit of 
the occasion, and provided many of the action shots 
both on and o ff camera. This is the similar story to 
that of that slim, innocent lad who thought that 
Corroboree was a clean, white collar affair. Fie found 
it was a series of clinches. Look forward to his next 
learned dissertation aptly entitled 'T he  Frustrations 
of a Long Distance Stayer", by 'The Flag'. Known 
for his alluring alliteration, he is equally well known
as 'The Flag', or The Meanest B....  1973' or ...Bob?
One would be surprised if one knew. . . like the 
Friday night weight lifting in the lift;. . . or the. . . 
(modesty and censorship now again obtrude into this 
assignment).
A  couplet could best describe the two fiendish 
characters left in the group:
"No friendship ever grew so well
As that of Jimmy, and sweet L ......"
These two figured in many 'R ' episodes, the more 
blatant being the "Great Holding Hands Insurrection" 
at Taronga (aptly) Zoo. There these two stalwarts 
set the pace and er. . . " I f  I could talk to the 
animals. . .". Males beware— the blonde bombshell 
may strike again. . . it may be you! Who says lightn­
ing never strikes twice? Nonetheless, these kids and 
their antics also went to  Lunan (again one may add 
apt) Park.
That ends the printed version of this report. For 
amplified reportings, details, and gossip see the under­
signed author (if still present)— but hurry up the price 
is rising. Thanks to the BOG and The Students Club 
for their support (financially) and thanks to the 
group. You were fun to be with. I hope the students 
of '74 make the home Corroboree a bigger and better 
occasion, and enjoy themselves (and others) as much 
as we did.
T.M.B.I.C. 1973
(or the debators directory of drivel)
Bob Heath, 
debating convenor.
Herein lies the continuing saga about a bunch of 
stalwarts wot tried to bring colture to college. After 
last years auspicious episode, debating in the ICC 
competition faltered forth in 1973. With but a 
weekend to go, it was with shock that a team of 
tyros discovered that they were to have the supreme 
and splendiferous privilege of representing our hall­
owed house.
These were Messers John (Porky Pig) Wylie, Robert 
Heath, and John (Madam?) Mackerell. These heroic 
lads punned forth on the negative version on "The 
must important things in life cannot be taught". 
Impressive instances during this delightful debate 
were:
—  John Wylie's original sex instruction at the 
tender age of 5
—  the allusive alliteration and edifying elements 
uttered by Bob Heath. Including the illustrious 
Pope Innocent 4th "8  wives and mistresses, 15 
kids, 31 grandkids, 12 bastards, 31 horses, 10 
dogs, 3 cats, 3 stab wounds suffered in rising 
to the call of office".
—  John Mackerell's different and somewhat dev­
iant method of speaking
—  The original method of adjudication
—  The climactic utterance by the right honorable 
adjudicator, expressing thoughts on the femin­
ine sex* of our third speaker (John M. was 
toga'd up).
Incidentally we lost. Thanks to  the great unity and 
industrious organization of the female ICC controls, 
the rest of ICC debating got lost in the languid limbo 
of laziness.
My thanks go to John Mackerell and John Wylie for 
their assistance and participation this year. Special 
thanks go to all those supporters (who provided 95% 
o f the audience at Cromwell); you're a great mob. 
Hope to see all of you and next year's fresh meat 
at the next CWA gathering.
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" I t  was in the Sum m er o f '6 6  th a t I was f irs t  in tro duce d  to  
In te rna tio na l House. A  long association started in an odd w ay. 
As a C ourier-M ail jo u rn a lis t, I was assigned to  cover a curious 
A ustra lian  custom  a t I.H . I m e t a certa in  M r B ert M a rtin  and 
M r Ivor C ribb , w hereupon on m y arrival th e y  to o k  me 
dow n to  the games room . There, w ith  a g roup o f w orkers, 
I was o ffe red  a fro s ty  beer stra igh t fro m  the keg. N ow , being 
a conscientious young jo u rn a lis t, I th o u g h t i t  was unbecom ­
ing o f me to  s tart an assignment w ith  a glass o f  beer. I p ro ­
tested, saying I had com e there to  observe the  cerem ony o f 
'w e ttin g  the ro o f ',  n o t to  d r in k . A t  th a t p o in t, a w ide grin 
passed across the  ru ddy  face o f the sm aller man. " B u t  th is is 
the cerem ony, m a te ," he exp la ined.
T h a t was the cerem ony th a t m arked the  co m p le tion  o f tow ers 
E and F. Needless to  m e n tio n , w hen I re turned to  the o ff ice , 
I managed to  tu rn  o u t o n ly  tw o  paragraphs. However this 
m eeting had one im p o rta n t consequence. I was impressed 
enough w ith  the h o s p ita lity  th a t I asked to  be a d m itted  when 
I became a fu ll- tim e  student the fo llo w in g  ye a r."
Peter K e d it has been a m em ber o f I.H . fo r  the  past seven 
years and re turns hom e to  Sarawak a t the  end o f '7 3  w ith  a 
D ip lo m a in Journa lism , an A rts  degree and having jus t com- 
leted a Masters, m a joring in A n th ro p o lo g y .
The Kuching Museum w ill be occupying  much o f  Peter's tim e 
as he is to  becom e C ura to r and w ill fu r th e r his research 
there. He sees his ro le n o t o n ly  in th is  sphere b u t "assisting 
to  m y  capacity the  process o f change o f  the people, and to  
he lp to  make it as bearable as po ssib le ". Here, Peter refers to  
the tw e n ty  o r so indigenous groups in Sarawak w ho are facing 
great problem s in ad justing to  a m odern w o rld  fro m  th e ir 
tra d itio n a l system.
Asked w h y  he came to  stay a t I.H . fo r  such a long period o f 
tim e , Peter o u tlin e d  three m ain  reasons.Forem ostly,there  was 
the  need fo r  accom m odation in close p ro x im ity  to  the 
U n ive rs ity . He also fe lt  a w an tin g  to  m ix  w ith  people fro m  
th e  same background (bo th  e th n ic  and in te lle c tu a l). A fte r 
having stayed here fo r  a w h ile , Peter said th a t In te rna tiona l 
House became a focus fo r  id e n tific a tio n . "T h is  is especially 
tru e  fo r  overseas students. I t  becomes a substitu te  fo r  hom e: 
yo u  make frien ds and existence becomes fa r m ore m ean ing­
fu l in a place th a t you  can id e n tify  w ith " .
Peter, a ffe c tio /ia te ly  know n as P .K ., has been a controversial 
fig u re  in college a ffa irs . He became a senior resident in 1970 
and has been a tu to r  since 1971. In recent years he has been 
c ritica l o f m any aspects concerning college, especially the 
S tudents ' C lub. Peter o u tlin e d  w h a t he sees as changes w ith in  
the  college over his tim e  as a resident.
"W hen I f irs t  came here, i t  was college's th ird  year. I t  was a 
men's college and there was s till a s p ir it o f pioneering ex is t­
ing. There was no catering service such as N a tion w ide . The 
k itchen  manager and s ta ff were h ired b y  and lived on the  
premises. The place had an a ir o f homeliness and co-operation. 
Respect fo r  the o th e r student and the  ethos o f study were 
s trong forces. The college S tudents ' C lub was a t its  best. 
There was a h ie ra rch y— the senior com m on room  was in the 
Scoop room  and these senior residents had th e ir ow n w ine 
cellar. A lm o s t a h a lf o f the  students came fro m  S t.Jo h n 's  
C o llege ."
g. baguley 
and
a. walker
Peter believes th a t the S tudents 'C lub has n o t survived as a 
p ractica l organization .
"W e tend to  ove rlook  the  aims through o u r inw ard -look ing  
ac tiv ities  p rov ided by  the  S tudents ' C lub w ith in  the  com plex 
o f I.C.C. W hile we encourage sport and social activ ities 
w h ich  fo l lo w  the  style o f tra d itio n a l colleges, we seem to  
fo rge t the  o th e r ha lf o f the p o p u la tio n  i.e. in te rna tiona l 
s tud ents ."
He sees Soiree as an im p o rta n t c o n tr ib u tio n  tow ards cross- 
cu ltu ra l experiences, b u t expressed the  v iew  th a t i t  was a 
p ity  th a t such in te rna tion a l a c tiv ity  is reserved fo r  one n igh t 
in the year. " I t 's  like  being a C hristian and a ttend ing  church 
o n ly  a t C hris tm as." Asked h o w  he th o u g h t th is  cou ld  be 
im proved, Peter said th a t we cou ld , perhaps, celebrate the 
N ational Days o f in te rna tion a l residents b y  coo k in g  a national 
dish th a t evening, show com e movies on th e ir  cu ltu re  and 
inv ite  the Am bassador as special guest.
Em phasizing the fa c t th a t I.C.C. s p lit the college, he ex­
pressed an a lternative  to  th is.
" I  believe i t  w o u ld  be in line w ith  o u r aims to  take sports o u t 
o f the  com petitive  arena o f I.C.C. and do  away w ith  sporting 
blues. We cou ld  replace th is  w ith  sports fo r  en jo ym e n t and 
th is  w o u ld  be a w o nd erfu l chance fo r  A ustra lians to  meet 
overseas students and vice-versa. I see no reason w hy we 
cannot p lay fr ie n d ly  matches w ith  teams ou tside the 
U n iv e rs ity ."
Peter sees the need o f a D epu ty  W arden to  assist the  Warden 
and to  devote tim e to  s tudent counselling and d iscip line . 
In th is  w ay, the Warden could involve h im se lf m ore w ith  
p u b lic  re la tions ou tside the  college. Such a system is in 
practice  in b o th  N.S.W. and Sydney In te rna tio na l Houses.
In discussing im provem ents to  the college, Peter said th a t i t  
was u n fo rtu n a te  th a t the com m onroom s were n o t u tilize d .
"T h e y  cou ld  be renovated to  becom e o th e r fu n c tio n a l 
room s. One com m onroom  cou ld  be used as a board room  fo r  
s tud ent and B.O.G. meetings; one cou ld  be soundproofed 
fo r  T .V . and rad io ; one should be fu rn ished  to  be used to  
en terta in  v is ito rs  and be available fo r  p riva te  pa rties ."
The  saddest m o m ent th a t Peter cou ld  recall, d u rin g  his tim e 
here a t I.H . is a t Christm as.
"T h e  college is usually occupied b y  a few  overseas students, 
some po stg ra dua te  A ustra lians and a ha nd fu l o f vis itors. 
The C ribb  fa m ily  jo in  us.— Th is  is a tim e  when yo u  really  feel 
h o m esick ."
Peter said th a t he w o u ld n 't advise overseas students to  stay 
in college over th is  pe riod . "A u s tra lia n  students cou ld  p lay a 
pa rt here and share th e ir h o sp ita lity  w ith  students forced to  
remain.
"O rgan iz ing  such things as V erbo ten  and Kanyana can be 
very rewarding and are great fu n ."  These were some o f Peter's 
happier m om ents. However, he recalls his happiest tim es at 
I.H . as: "re la xed  and casual in te rac tion  w ith  frien ds; having 
the  occasional cup o f coffee and ta lk in g  fo r  hours in the 
d in in g  room  a fte r meals; or du rin g  ho lidays when there are 
no hassles w ith  w o rk . Y o u  m eet guests and new  acqua in t­
ances and share a fr ie n d ly  d r in k  o f beer o r w ine . I t  is then 
th a t the overseas student feels a t one w ith  the  p lace ."
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N E A L  BOSTOCK
B. C om m . Neal was fo rm e rly  fro m  one o f th e  colonies o f  the  Illu s trious  A ustra lian  
e m p ire— PNG; b u t now  resides in R e d c liffe . His am bitions focus on the fiscal w ay, 
b u t as ye t does n o t kn o w  where he w ill w o rk . Com m ents on college— ‘M ay fa therhood 
preva il' fa lsetto). IH is a nice place to  v is it, b u t you  w o u ld n 't w a n t to  live here. Th is 
s light s tudent has le ft an impression on parts o f the college, and has evolved w e igh ty  
answers to  some pressing prob lem s. How ever, he feels th a t there are some th ings tha t 
should be corrected in IH . Post-graduates should m ix  m ore; m ore people should 
answer phones, and the y (?) should sack all k itchen  and clearning s ta ff over 95. 
D uring  his stay in college, Neal has s tru ck  on a novel econom ic system . . . one w hich 
w ill take h im  fa r in the big w o rld  outside.
PETER B U A K
F rom  R abaul, Papua New G uinea, is a "n o n-sm ok ing , non-d rin k in g  regular chu rch ­
g o e r" ( ! ! )  w ho  com pletes his A rts  degree th is  year. He has spent three years at 
In te rna tio na l House, and re turns to  w o rk  fo r  the G overnm ent a t the  end o f the year. 
His com m ents on IH "N o th in g  p rin ta b le ! I.
Peter has represented college a t soccer fo r  the last tw o  years, and attended Coroboree 
in Sydney th is  year.
F R A N K  B U C K H A M
F rank B uckham , the  "bean m a n ", com pletes his masters degree in A g ric u ltu re  th is 
year. He comes fro m  Swaziland and has spent three years in A ustra lia , the  last tw o  at 
I.H . Frank is the fo rm er p roud ow ne r o f a M o rris  1100, and has supported local smash 
repair yards and the  spare parts d iv is ion o f B .M .C . (One o f the smashes w asn 't m y 
fa u lt ')
When asked fo r  his com m ents on I.H ., F rank replied th a t, in general, i t  is a good place 
to  live. He th o u g h t the aims o f college w o u ld  be m ore successful i f  people d id  n o t 
fo rm  such closed groups, preventing m uch m ix in g  w ith in  the general college 
c o m m u n ity . " In  fa c t, the re la tions betw een the residents o f In te rna tio na l House are 
l it t le  b e tte r than at o th e r colleges, where the re  is no t the emphasis on 'b ro th e rh o o d '. 
Relations cou ld  d e fin ite ly  be im p ro ve d ."
N e x t year, F rank re turns to  Swaizland where he hopes to  begin a Ph.D. course. 
JO HN C H A N D L E R
Hopes to  fin ish  his Bachelor o f Econom ics th is  year. He came to  In te rn a tio n a l House 
three years ago. A lth o u g h  the near fu tu re  is n o t com ple te ly  clear, he hopes eventua lly  
to  live on the  land. A fte r  three  years in college, John feels th a t th e  concept o f 
"B ro th e rh o o d "  is ta lked ab ou t to o  much and any m ix in g  o f n a tio na litie s  should be 
na tura l. He feels the greatest advantage In te rna tio na l House has is th a t i t  cannot grow  
any larger in numbers and hence has no po ss ib ility  o f becom ing to o  impersonal. 
John considers spo rt im p o rta n t and feels m o re  people should p a rtic ip a te  even i f  o n ly  
fo r  re laxa tion .
N O R M A N  CHENG
N orm an Cheng, fro m  Hong K ong, com pletes his V et. Science degree th is  year and 
re turns hom e to  w o rk  fo r  the  G overnm ent. He has pa rtic ipa ted  in college activ ities, 
inc lud ing  w in n in g , in 1970, the o n ly  tab le  tennis tou rna m ent a t I.H . Th is  year, 
N orm an was o u r I.C.C. representative fo r  Soccer. N orm an has spent five  years a t I.H . 
On 'b ro th e rh o o d ', N orm an do esn 't believe i t  prevails at College. He says he g o t his 
m oney's  w o rth  fro m  the S tu d e n t’s C lub th is  year by  a ttending C orroboree in Sydney, 
w h ich  was subsidised. He com m ented th a t he go t no th ing  special fro m  college life , 
and chose th is  place because it  is so close to  the V e t. School. "C ollege life  cou ld  be 
im proved b y  im proving the  fo o d ” .
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LES C R U C K S H A N K
From  T o w nsv ille , is com ple ting  his Com m erce degree th is year a fte r three years in 
college. This year Les has been ra the r active in college— as President o f the  S tudent's 
C lub.
A  m a jo r e f fo r t  m ust be made b y  all ind iv iduals  in a college like  our's  to  ensure tha t 
in te rac tion  between na tio na litie s  is m a x im ized . It is du ring  the in itia l weeks o f one's 
stay in college th a t a m a jo r e f fo r t  should be made to  extend the  hand o f f r ie n d s h ip -  
people m ust be conscious o f the  e f fo r t  required.
N e x t year Les hopes to  get ga in fu l em p lo ym e n t and jo in  the th rong s o f regular 
w orke rs.
K O O N A V U T H I D A M R O N G P L A S IT
F rom  T h a ila nd , hopes to  com ple te  his degree in m echanical engineering. N e x t year he 
aims to  w o rk  a t the C hu la longkorn  U n ive rs ity  w h ich  is s ituated in the heart o f 
Bangkok. Regarding his tw o  years stay in college, he says th a t i t  has given h im  a 
chance to  meet some A ustra lians and students fro m  o th e r countries. On th e  m a tte r o f 
"B ro th e rh o o d ", he th in ks  it  depends on the ind iv idua l to  judge to  w h a t extents 
"B ro th e rh o o d "  has reached. " F o r  me, th is  does n o t go very far and i t  is hoped tha t 
some means cou ld  be organized to  make "B ro th e rh o o d  p re va il" . It's  a d i f f ic u l t  th ing , 
o f course, to  reach the a im . A n y w a y  IH has its aim  and some o f us are try in g ."  
C LA R E N C E  FONG
O rig in a lly  fro m  Hong Kong, has been in college, on and o ff ,  fo r  three years, He has 
been an active m em ber o f college, p lay ing  soccer and basketball fo r  I.H . His expertise 
in coo k in g  has o fte n  been called on fo r  fu n c tio n s  such as Soiree and V erboten 
Revival.
C larence, w h o  com pletes his E lectrica l Engineering degree th is year, com m ented  on 
I.H ., " I 'v e  en joyed college life  and especially college sp o rts ". He has no com pla in ts  
w ith  the S tudents ' C lub and feels i t  has done enough fo r  h im .
JO H N  FU ER ST
O rig in a lly  fro m  San Fransisco, U .S .A ., has been resident in A ustra lia  fo r  m ore than 
ten years. T h is  year, his f irs t  a t In te rn a tio n a l House, John is com ple ting  post-graduate 
studies in M icro b io lo gy.
John regards In te rna tio na l House as, in m any ways rem ote fro m  th e  general U n ivers ity  
c o m m u n ity , n o t re flecting present a ttitu d e s  o f m ost o th e r students. He w o u ld  like 
to  see greater invo lvem ent in U n ive rs ity  a ffa irs , and com m ented th a t, w ith in  
In te rna tiona l House, the p rov is ion  o f  large study areas may be a good idea, a llow ing 
people to  s tudy toge the r, away fro m  the iso la tion o f single rooms.
F E R N A N D O  FUNES
From  Cuba, has been in college fo r  one year, w h ile  s tudying  fo r his D ip lom a of 
T rop ica l A g ro n o m y specializing in Pastures. He plans to  remain in A us tra lia  u n til 
February next year, a fte r w h ich  he shall re tu rn  hom e to  con tin ue  his w o rk  in 
Pasturai Research.
Discussing B ro th erh ood in college, Fernando says th a t the people are genera lly very 
fr ie n d ly . He considers tha t IH provides an exce llent o p p o rtu n ity  to  m eet people fro m  
d iffe re n t countries and exchange ideas. In th is w ay one learns m ore ab ou t o th e r nations 
and can he lp convey knowledge about th e ir  ow n. Fernando said th a t he feels a l it t le  
hom e sick at tim es, b u t IH has becom e a second hom e, so i t  is co m fo rtin g  du ring  these 
tim es. On the to p ic  o f A ustra lians, Fernando says th a t they are very k in d , and do many 
l it t le  things th a t are g reatly  appreciated. He believes th a t his stay here has helped 
advance re lations between his c o u n try  an<-* A ustra lia  
G U IL L E R M O  G A L V E Z
A n o th e r fr ie n d ly  Cuban, is a Post G raduate in A g ricu ltu re , specia lizing in genetics. 
He w ill be re tu rn ing  hom e in Decem ber, where he w ill take up a p o s itio n  as lecturer 
at the  Havana U n ive rs ity . He has fo u n d  the overseas students and th e  Austra lians 
very fr ie n d ly  and has discovered m any good friends here. How ever, he says th a t if 
"B ro th e rh o o d "  is to  prevail, one m ust go o u t o f his w ay to  be fr ie n d ly  to  others.
John
Clarence
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P H IL IP  G ASTEEN
A rrive d  in college a t the beginning o f th is  year and is com ple ting  his A rts  degree 
" I  came to  this college in a blaze o f g lo ry , p ro m p tly  fo llo w e d  by  one large, crim son 
tru c k  w ith  bells ring ing , and m y room  was invaded b y  tw o  un ifo rm e d , brass-helm eted, 
axe-swinging m ilit ia  men, V ic  W inders, and tw o  fo u r-fo o te d  m o u ltin g  canine specimens 
w h o  proceeded to  tro m p  around all over m y  tw o  de licate fo re s try  e xh ib its , green 
mats, flow ered  cha ir and kangaroo skin.
L ife  con tinued in a ra ther uneven tfu l ve in , w ith  m any cups o f co ffee  and m in t sliced 
b ikk ies , u n til;  due to  circum stances beyond m y c o n tro l, m y hapless co ffee  pe rco la to r 
self-destructed. The parties stopped, the v is itin g  ceased, m y plants proceeded to  die, 
and I w ondered i f  i t  cou ld  be me. I hope it 's  n o t; b u t; in case it 's  th e  ro o m , I in tend  
to  evacuate in a s im ila r blaze o f g lo ry .
C A R O L  H A IN S
Carol Hains, w ho comes fro m  Bundaberg, is a fr ie n d ly  l it t le  g irl, w h o  com pletes her 
P hysio therapy degree a fte r three years at U n i. and I.H . Carol is one o f the college 
heavies w h o  enjoys row ing , fo o tb a ll and squash. She was selected as an I.C.C. 
representative fo r  squash in 1972 as well as being a m em ber o f the I.H . premiers 
team . Discussing college life , Carol says th a t b ro th e rh o o d  can o n ly  prevail if  
collegians m ix . She th in ks  th a t i t  is a shame th a t people fo rm  cliques as th is  tends to  
de tra c t fro m  the aims o f I.H . Her stay here has made her aware th a t i t  is n o t the co lo r 
o f one's skin th a t separates people, b u t one's cu ltu re  and ind iv idual characteristics.
JE N N IF E R  H E A T L E Y
From  the G old  Coast, is com ple ting  her Bachelor o f Econom ics th is year.
Jenny believes th a t her stay in college has enhanced her apprecia tion o f o th e r 
personalities and th e ir d iffe re n t ways o f life . She considers th a t perhaps m ore to le r­
ance is required. D uring  her stay a t I.H . Jenny believes tha t she has broadened her 
general knowledge on p o litics , cu rre n t events, courses, and countries.
JO H N  HO G AN
As is the case w ith  m ost o f us, John Hogan w ill rem em ber U n ive rs ity  and College 
fo r  the "go od  friends made, the booze ups etc. and fo r  the doors th a t have been opened 
as a result o f a few  years o f s tu d y ."  B u t because John w orke d  fo r  a b o u t six years 
p r io r  to  com ing here, he shall rem em ber i t  as a leisurely tim e  w hen one cou ld  step 
back and have a good long lo o k  a t life  and reaccess fundam enta l values. "T h e  high 
pressure o f m odern liv ing a ffo rd s  us few  o p p o rtu n itie s  to  do th is ."  John shall 
be in Brisbane a t Carter and Bowden S o lic ito rs  next year.
K A N C H A N A  K A N C H A N A S U T
From  T ha iland , hopes to  fin ish  her d ip lo m a  in C om puter Science. She w ill be 
re tu rn in g  to  Thailand ne xt year to  take up a pos ition  a t the Tham m asart U n ivers ity  
in Bangkok. Kanchana has been in college fo r  one year and finds life  here " n o t  to o  
bad. B ro th e rh ood , o f course, does n o t preva il. N a tu ra lly , overseas g irls  are to o  shy 
to  m ix . Austra lians should t ry  to  understand th is ."  She considers th a t there should be 
m ore cu ltu ra l fun c tio n s  (like  Soiree) and th a t overseas students should take tu rns  to  
coo k  th e ir own na tional dish fo r  college members sometimes.
P H IL IP  K E L L O N D -K N IG H T
Is an othe r o f o u r illus tr io us  G o ld  Coastians. He is com ple ting  his C om m erce degree 
On the concept o f 'liv ing  w ith  overseas s tud ents ', he considers th a t the w o rd  'live ' 
seems to  denote m ere ly ge tting along w ith  o u r fore ign friends, and no t fo rm in g  any 
lasting friendships w hich o u tlive  ou r so jou rn  a t college (excluding a few  males and 
fem ales, together, o f course!). Th is , he m ainta ins, should n o t be sneered at, and 
sarcastically degraded, as the co-existence o f various na tionalities  w ill  b ring  them  to  
a b e tte r understanding o f the d ifferences o r s im ila rities  o f ideals, tho ugh ts  and habits.
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ROSS LA N D S B E R G
This year, Ross Landsberg w ill be com ple ting  his M.Sc. in m e ta llu rg y . N e x t year, 
he w ill be do ing  a law degree p a rt tim e  and (h o p e fu lly ), be e m p lo ye d — "w h a t as y e t 
I d o n 't  kno w , and so long as i t  pays a liv ing I'm  n o t th a t ch o o s y ." College to  Ross 
has been an education . He has en joyed his stay and has made some good friends. 
" I  can o n ly  regret th a t a co m b in a tio n  o f w o rk  and o th e r 'engagements' d id  n o ta l lo w  
me tim e  to  kn o w  all collegians b e tte r, p a rticu la rly  the overseas students. I w o iild  
like  to  w ish every success to  those un fortu nate s  do ing  exams, and those lu cky  people 
w ho  are leaving to  take up th e ir  careers."
R A S M A  LEE
"T h e  m ost im p o rta n t th ing  I have go t o u t o f college is th a t I am able to  regard it  as a 
hom e, and have come to  e n jo y  the  life  here to ta lly ."
Rasma has been at In te rna tio na l House since 1969, and th is  year com pletes her B.Sc. 
and D ip lom a o f C om p uting  Science. She has been an active organizer o f sporting 
a c tiv itie s . Soiree cooking , and a m em ber o f  the social and Kanyana com m ittees. 
Rasma organized the C oroboree team in 1972, and regards th is  as one o f  th e  m ost 
im p o rta n t activ ities in college life .
Speaking on prejudices, Rasma said th a t a lo t o f overseas students appeared, to  her, 
to  be oversensitive to  th e ir skin co lo u r. She said, a lthough she is o f Chlnese/M alay 
o r ig in , she regards herself as A ustra lian  and never th in ks  o f being d if fe re n t fro m  the 
w hites here.
Y A U  PANG  LI
O u r D o c to r in the House com pletes his s ix th  year in M edicine and in I.H . th is  year. 
He hopes to  p u t his new ly  acquired knowledge to  use com b a ttin g  Hong Kong 'f lu  
and y e llo w  fever back at hom e n e x t year.
R O B IN  M c lL W A IN
From  Surfers Paradise, w ill  gain her B .A . at the end o f th is  year and she plans to  
com plete  her H onours degree in A n th ro p o lo g y  in 1974.
" I  w ill  no t fo rg e t the  w o n d e rfu l frien ds th a t have been fo u n d  a t college, and w hat I 
have learnt fro m  them  is invaluable. The greatest lesson gained is th a t one cannot be an 
idealist. As a f irs t  year s tud en t, I fo llo w e d  the naive, b u t f irm  c o n te n tio n  th a t b ro th e r­
hood was a feasible goal. I leave, however, feeling d isap po in te d— even b itte r .
R O B E R T M IN C H IN
From  the "G arden C i ty "  (T oow oo m ba ), Bob has been one o f our b r ig h te r E lectrical 
Engineers, a p p ly ing  h im se lf variously  to  the o rganization o f Car Rallies, th e  du ties o f 
S tudents ' C lub Secretary in '72 , and m ore recently  to  leading the subversive in te llectua l 
w arfare  against the P orky  P¡9 C lub . Bob has en joyed his fo u r years in I.H . and feels 
th a t i t  provides a valuable experience.
RUSSEL M UCHOW
(B.Ag.Sc.) Th is sc ie n tific  weedsman hails fro m  Bundaberg. He was a p ro m in e n t 
m em ber o f college fo r  fo u r years, du ring  w hich he learnt a lo t ab ou t roo ts , weeds, and 
soils. Miscellaneous ac tiv itie s  have been organising car rallies and keeping the  college 
Bookshop accounts. Depending on vacancies in the  D epartm ent o f P rim ary  Industries, 
Russell m ay o r may n o t leave u n ive rs ity . He is interested in the  f ie ld  o f water 
conservation, and its use in A ustra lia . T h is  lanky lad enjoyed his tim e (o r 's tre tch ') in 
college, b u t feels th a t i t  is debatable th a t the  college achieves its aims. " I t  is 
inevitab le  th a t cliques and groups occur w ith in ."
Robin
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F A R ID A H  NOOR
Malaysian bo rn  and bred , hopes to  a tta in  her degree at the end o f th is  year and be a 
k itte n  p ra c titio n e r. A lthou gh  n o t a great sportsw om an, she active ly  pa rtic ipa te d  in 
cheering her fe llo w  collegians to  greater g lo ry . She was ra ther busy last te rm , b u t 
managed to  squeeze in some b it te r  s tudy between her shopping trip s . Her am b ition  
in life  is to  give up sm oking and swearing.
L E L A N D  S AN C H E Z
F rom  Canberra, is com p le ting  his th ird  year o f A rts . He has been in college fo r  one 
year and considers i t  "con ven ie n t, and u n d o u b te d ly  provides o p p o rtu n itie s  fo r  m eeting 
d if fe re n t peop les." N e x t year, Leland w ill be "ru n n in g  around a f la t  w ith  a b u cke t 
catch ing the  drops when i t  rains. T ow n and Regional P lanning w ill be m y next excuse 
fo r  spending m y days in the  re fec ."
L IN N E T  S AN C H E Z
L in n e ttis  fro m  Canberra and has resided in college fo r one year. She shall com plete  her 
Bachelor o f Speech Therapy th is  year, and in the  fu tu re  we shall f in d  her w o rk in g  as 
an A u d io lo g is t at the Adela ide Childrens H ospita l. She has en joyed m eeting o the r 
people, especially the nove lty  o f being an A m erican  and m eeting Cubans in A ustra lia . 
She also appreciates the no n -in s titu tio n a l cook ing  w hich flourishes and is fostered here. 
L in n e tt derives pleasure fro m  the a rch itec tu re  o f IH (p a rticu la rly  G T o w er and the 
gardens) w h ich  enhance the natura l pleasures o f liv ing  in Queensland.
A L E X  SV
A lex  S y has been an active m em ber o f college now  fo r five  years, representing 
In te rna tiona l House in m ost sports. He is a three tim es w inne r o f a college blues 
award and th is  year is captain o f the  I.C.C. basketba ll team . W ith in  the S tudents C lub 
A lex  has w orked  on Kanyana and S ports com m ittees w ith  great enthusiasm . He 
was one o f the instigators o f the  I.H .P.C. and th is  year, organized the "V e rb o te n  
R ev iva l".
A le x , w h o  hails fro m  the P h illip ines, com pletes his degree in Engineering at the end 
o f '7 3  and has no set plans fo r  the fu tu re .
Late N o te : A le x  was th is  year's w in n e r o f the Keys Teh award b u t has no t 
accepted.
G R A H A M  W IG H T
Has en joyed his three years a t In te rna tiona l House. "T here  have always been a 
num ber o f fr ie n d ly , in teresting people here w ith  w hom  one can discuss a n y th ing  
fro m  academic problem s to  the  w eather; and fro m  these people I have fou nd  several 
genuine fr ie n d s ."  N e x t year, Graham w o u ld  like  to  w o rk  fo r  a bank o r financ ia l 
com pany in Brisbane. " I  need a year o r tw o  to  f in d  o u t where I w a n t to  live and 
exa c tly  w h a t I w a n t fro m  l i fe . "
JO H N  W Y L IE
John fo llo w s  the W ylie  w ay in college—and was one o f the  co lo u rfu l characters in 
1973. He intends to  w o rk  a couple o f years to  pay o f f  debts, to  travel a round the 
w o rld  again fo r  a w h ile , then to  re tu rn  to  studies. His desire is to  be a generalist. 
John feels th a t IH  has a charm ing , un pre ten tio us , fr ie n d ly  atm osphere. A  prob lem  
in college was to  fa ll in to  to o  much soul searching o r pseudo-analysis o f 'b ro the rhoo d  
w h ich  is no t construc tive  • . ■ there is to o  much emphasis on 'b ro th e rh o o d ' to  the 
e x te n t o f a r t if ic ia lity .
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Compiled by Lynelle Thelander.
Sport has again finished for another year, and looking 
back on 1973, the most significant fact I feel is not 
how well we fared in the different sports, but how 
much enjoyment everyone seemed to get from 
either playing or supporting them. It is important 
to remember how small a college we are, and how 
many people participate in the many different sports.
Our most outstanding achievement this year has 
been the winning of the soccer premiership. From 
the start the team had high hopes and plenty of 
talent, which was shown when International House 
gained five positions in the Combined Colleges 
First Eleven. Most outstanding and worthy of men­
tion was Steve Vedelago, who was the only Queens­
land University representative in the Australian 
Universities Team.
Other sports in which we fared particularly well 
were swimming, basketball and hockey. The girls 
also made a valiant attempt to win the rowing, but a 
false start and a re-run of the race exhuasted their 
limited supply of energy.
This year our number of I.C.C. representatives has 
dropped considerably from 29 to 18. However it 
may be that last year was a particularly good one.
Finally, I would like to wish all members of College 
good luck for next year. Remember our size is an 
advantage, not a handicap, and enthusiasm can always 
make up for lack of numbers or talent, so never 
forfeit a game if possible.
(John Chandler}
I.C.C. REPRESEN TAT IVES—1973
Women: Athletics: Jackie Jenkins 
Rasma Lee
Netball: Suzanne Harrison
Hockey: Rasma Lee
Men: Swimming: Neal Bostock 
David Walkden-Brown
Athletics: Setareki Waisavu
Basketball: David Lee 
Alex Sy
Football: Les Cruckshank 
Sari Maso 
Setareki Waisavu
Hockey: John Church
Soccer: Norman Cheng 
John Chiu 
George Kweifio-Okai 
John Phillips 
Stephen Vedelago
COLLEGE BLUES-1973
Full Blues: RASMA LEE
SARI MASO  
A LEX  SY
Half Blues: JOCELYN HOGARTH
JACKIE JENKINS  
M ARK POWELL 
KIM ROUSE 
SETAREK I W AISAVU
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MEN'S ROWING  
Convenor. Alex Sy
With limited training sessions on roster, our rowers showed 
great enthusiasm throughout the season to clinch third place 
in the I.C.C. rowing competition, held on 8th April.
Our Novice Pair, Frank Randle and John Mackerell, coxed 
by Rasma Lee, struggled into third place over the 500m. 
course. The Novice Four, Warren Todd (stroke), Robert 
Gooch, Gregor Wills, and Mark Powell, coxed by John 
Wylie, did well to finish in a dead heat for second over 
750m. A last-minute arrangement saw Todd and Powell back 
on the river in the Senior Pairs event, and although tiring, 
they held on to finish second. In the hotly contested 100m. 
event, our Senior Four, Alex Sy (stroke), John Wylie, Kent 
Wallin and Bill Tranter, coxed by Robert Minchin, produced 
a strong finish to cross the line third.
Although we did not contest the main event, the College 
Eights, we finished overall third on the I.C.C. points table, to 
record our most successful rowing season so far.
WOMEN'S ROWING 
Convenor: Rasma Lee
The rowing season this year marked another milestone in 
I.H. women's rowing. In 1970, the Fresher Women's Crew 
won their race, and the women consequently own the I.C.C. 
Rowing. 1971 saw our Novice women cross the line first at 
the I.C.C. Regatta, and now this year for the first time in 
I.H. Women's Rowing history, the Senior Women's crew 
won the Senior race at the Emmanuel Oar. This was the 
first time in three years that the honours were taken from 
the Women's College crew. The Senior crew consisted of: 
Stroke — Rasma Lee
3 — Jackie Jenkins
2 — Jocelyn Hogarth
Bow — Carol Hains
and their win was mainly due to the perseverance and 
determination of our coach and cox, Graeme King.
A t the earlier St. John's Regatta, the same crew except for 
stroke, who was Virginia Greville, and cox Rasma Lee, won 
the Women's Novice Four race by about 15 lengths.
The heavies who rowed in the Novice Class at the I.C.C. 
Regatta were Suzanne Harrison, Barbara Quartermaine, 
Lynelle Thelander and Judy Renouf, and cox. Gregor Wills.
This crew did very well coming fourth since none had 
rowed before.
Betsy Buchanan, Helen Cameron, Ginny Greville and Gina 
Martin combined to make up the crew entered in the 
Fresher Class. Coxed by Rasma Lee, they came a close last.
The Senior crew, easily the favourites fo r the main women's 
race of the day, got o ff to a flying start, but due to a mishap 
the race was stopped and restarted. The second time the 
start was a b it slow and consequently they palced a close 
third to Grade second and Women's first. Again thanks must 
go to Graeme King our coach and cox.
Thanks must also go to Bill Tranter, John Chandler, Gregor 
Wills, John Wylie and Robert Minchin, who patiently coxed 
the rowers at such ridiculous hours of the day. Let's make it 
a bigger and better season next year.
MEN'S SQUASH 
Convenor: Ross Landsberg
Many thanks to all the squash players who turned out for 
College (some for their first game of squash) this year. 
Our success was limited—I think we scored a few points in 
one game—but considering the general balls-up in the 
organization plus the spate of football injuries that sidelined 
most of our team we did well to compete.
WOMEN'S SQUASH 
Convenor: Carol Hains
This year the Squash team failed to maintain the standard 
of last year's team (who won the I.C.C. competition) due 
mainly to a lack of experienced players. The whole team 
was new to colelge squash, and none had played compet­
itively previously. Rasma Lee, Nora Taib, Meredith Kil- 
minster, Lynelle Thelander and Linda Mcllwain tried their 
utmost to wrest a few games from their opponents—doing 
this rarely.
The major d ifficu lty was the lack of consistent form which 
necessitated a rotation in the positions of the players. Thanks, 
however, must be extended to the girls who showed college 
spirit, and h it the occasional winning shot, to help in the 
defeat of at least some of the opposition. This effort resulted 
in I.H. gaining 4th position in the fixtures for 1973.
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SWIMMING
Convenors: Neal Bostock (Men)
Linda Mcllwain (Women)
This year the I.C.C. Swimming Carnival was held at the 
University Pool on 26th March. 1973 showed a marked 
improvement in all-round performance.
Our girls improved on last year's effort to come home a 
creditable 5th. The team owed this to two fine 2nd places 
secured by Sue Harrison and Naarilla Horton in the 50m. 
and the 50m. Breastroke respectively. Credit must also go 
to Annabel Falconer for her endurance effort in swimming 
in four events. Joss Hogarth, Linda Mcllwain, and Barbara 
Quartermaine completed the relay teams.
The men provided an exciting finale to the night by 
finishing only 6 points behind King's College to place 2nd. 
The reason for this fine performance was consistency in not 
finishing out of points in any one event.
Mark Powell and Bill Gilmore must be congratulated for 
showing their endurance in being placed in the 200m. 
Freestyle and 200m. Individual Medley respectively—the 
distance events. David Walkden-Brown finished 3rd in the 
50m. Freestyle sprint. Neal Bostock came in 2nd in the 
Butterfly, while Peter Ruscoe secured a 3rd place in the 
50m. Backstroke. Jim Ferguson broke the record in finishing 
2nd to an ex-Olympian in the 50m. Breastroke, and Neal 
Bostock dumbfounded his critics by showing his fitness to 
win the 100m. Freestyle. David Walkden-Brown pulled the 
Medley Relay team into 3rd place after a tired swimmer lost 
a bit of ground.
Going into the Freestyle Relay, I.H. had a chance of taking 
home the cup. Graham Wight showed some pace as a sub­
stitute in the realy, however a close 2nd was not quite 
enough.
Speical thanks must go to our large and vocal crowd of 
supporters, and congratulations to our I.C.C. representatives, 
Neal Bostock and David Walkden-Brown.
ATHLETICS
Convenors: John Chandler (Men)
Rasma Lee (Women)
The athletics season for this year started with the Cross- 
Country on Sunday, 29th April, when we saw some good 
performances mainly from our girls. The men however were 
not completely disgraced, and everyone finished strongly.
The results on that sunny Sunday morning were as follows:
Women: Men:
Jackie Jenkins — 4th Jeff Humphreys
Lynelle Thelander -  7th Kim Rouse
Jocelyn Hogarth — 8th Kent Wallin
Rasma Lee — 9th Warren Todd
Carol Hains -  11th John Chandler 
John Wills
Overall Result: 2nd Overall Result: 5th
The actual Athletics Carnival was held on Monday, 7th 
May and what an enjoyable day it turned out to be. 
Overall our girls finished a commendable 2nd, while the 
men finished 3rd. Most notable of the day's performances 
were Setareki's shot put, javelin and discus efforts. Winning 
these three events made him the outstanding athlete of the 
day. A  fast 1500 metres run by Dave Whittle from 
Emmanuel failed to break last year's record set by Gary 
Lucas, however a high standard of athletics was evident 
throughout the day. We were sad to be without Gina Martin 
who is an outstanding athlete but was unable to compete 
this year. Better luck next year, Gina.
In conclusion, I would like to say that if International 
House hopes to win the Athletics, much more training is 
needed overall, because a team can’t depend on individual 
stars but must have depth. Winning doesn't particularly 
matter though if everybody enjoys it as much as they have 
in the past year.
Results of the I.C.C.Athletics Carnival 
Event: Men: Women:
100m...
Clive Savage (6th) Rasma Lee (2nd)
200m . . .
Warren Todd (6th) Maree Sverdì off (4th)
400m . . .
Kim Rouse (3rd)
800m . . .
John Chandler (6th) Maree Sverdloff (2nd)
1500m . . .
Jeff Humphreys (6th) _
Hurdles . . .
George Kweifio-Okai (2nd) _
High Jump . . . 
John Chandler (5th) Jackie Jenkins (2nd)
Broad Jump . . . 
Warren Todd (4th) Jackie Jenkins (2nd)
Triple Jump . . .
George Kweifio-Okai (4th) _
Discus. . .
Setareki Waisavu (1st) Rasma Lee (6th)
Shot Put . . .
Setareki Waisavu (1st) Shaharom Faizah (6th)
Javelin . . .
Setareki Waisavu 
4 X 100m Relay . . . 
Clive Savage 
Sari Maso 
Warren Todd 
Patrick Roylance
(1st)
(3rd)
Helen Cameron 
Jackie Jenkins 
Maree Sverdloff 
Rasma Lee (3rd)
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GOLF
Convenor: Peter Ruscoe
This year we were unable to compete in the I.C.C. match 
due to poor organization of the date. I fe lt this year, had we 
played, we would have done quite well as we had a poten­
tially good team. I would like to thank John Pearson, 
Graham Wight, Kim Rou6e and Ron Glanville for offering 
to compete, but due to circumstances beyond their control 
couldn't play. We can only say that we'll have a really good 
go next year in the I.C.C. match. Anyhow, I ’ll conclude 
with a casual golf yarn.
Two old Uni. graduates met on a golf course for the first 
time since their undergraduate days. They talked away, and 
started on the family bit.
Mr Smith: "You know Jack, I've got 10 boys."
Mr Jones: "Gee Bill, that's great! One more and you'll have 
enough for a cricket team. Well Bill, I've got 17 girls in my 
fam ily."
Mr Smith: "Wow Jack! One more and you'll have a golf 
course."
MEN'S TENNIS
Convenor: Kim Rouse
The standard of the team was above the College's usual, 
as we finished sixth in the I.C.C. competition. This year saw 
the end of. our 8-year drought when we thrashed Union by 
10 games, the sets being equal.
Regular players for I.H. included Jon Hogan, Kim Rouse, 
Alex Sy, Thiva Supadjanya and Bill Gilmore, with Solomon 
Davies also showing good form.
Jon retained his No. 1 position and played very consistently. 
Jon and Kim in the doubles played well, whilst Alex, Bill 
and Thiva also won the odd set.
Due to a fault in setting his alarm-clock, the convenor 
slept in and we had to forfeit to  St. John's.
WOMEN'S TENNIS 
Convenor: Lynelle Thelander
This year I.H. finished 4th in the I.C.C. competition, largely 
thanks to the consistently good play of the A pair, Barbara 
Quartermaine and Judy Renouf. They were supported by the 
B pair, Nora Taib and Lynelle Thelander, who had an 
enjoyable season, if  not quite as successful.
I.H. managed to win against Duchesne, and narrowly de­
feated Union, while our third victory was the result of a 
forfe it by Raymont Lodge on a rather cold, wet morning. 
Although we were beaten by Milton House (this year's 
premiers), Grace and Women's, all the matches were enjoy­
able, and thanks go to the team and to Naarilla Horton and 
Meredith Kilminster, who unselfishly filled in for the 
"regulars" on one occasion.
CRICKET
Convenor/Captain: Ian Buchanan
The cricket season started well with a win over St. Leo's. 
Sari Maso spearheaded the attack with 8-29 o ff seven overs. 
Maso was in devastating form and was well backed up by the 
rest of the team in the field. Following the keg with the Leo's 
boys that night every member of the team and a few beer 
drinkers were quite convinced we had the premiership in 
the bag.
The next week brought even more confidence to the team— 
a new fast bowling talent, John Pearson, was discovered. 
He turned out to be not a bad hitter also, though in true 
golfing fashion produced consistent low scores.
Kim Rouse began to bat well towards the middle of the 
season. He averaged very well overall w ith the bat and was 
useful in the field. Our overseas import, John Phillips, had a 
hard time adjusting himself to  the stiff competitive approach 
to the game exhibited by the I.H. boys. General opinion is 
that Villa, Sari, Bill Gilmore and Yank will have to  give him 
a lesson or two on what not to drink and eat before a 
cricket match.
Many thanks to Villa, Sari, Bill and Yank for putting in 
appearances so spiritedly at the matches. Bill and Yank win 
the award for keenness and enthusiasm. It is said that they 
were seen asleep one Saturday night on the field they were 
to play on a few hours later.
On the fielding note, Jeff Humphreys held some spectacular 
catches and made some outstanding attempts while fielding 
in the slips. Villa and Ross Landsberg were probably the 
most consistent in the outfield, "pose-value"-wise. John 
Aloizos did a good job as keeper.
Col Yeates played well all round, and was a most dedicated 
practiser. Thanks to Col for winning a chook down at the 
Regatta after one match.
Special thanks to Bob Heath for scoring for us most weeks. 
Also to Ginny Greville, whose motor bike supplied transport 
to the matches and gave the boys something to do after they 
had had their turn at batting.
Despite this talent and obvious enthusiasm, we were soundly 
beaten by all other colleges w ith the exception of Cromwell. 
Let's hope we have better luck next year.
Sl/y y w  C « W E  l K G ^ I E K T s  a|so Arts and Crafts from
HWA YUAN Trading Co. „
a £ iff.
Trading Hours:
Monday to  Friday 9 a.m.— 5 p.m. Enquiries: Please Contact Tom & Judy Loy.
Saturday 8.30 a.m.— 12 noon Ph. 21 330 A.H. 78 4003
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FOOTBALL
Convenor: Sari Maso
Captain: Les Cruckshank
The team at first looked short of its previous years'
line-up, but this in no way softened the blows they ex­
changed in the competition.
A convincing win of 32-0 against Cromwell proved promis­
ing. However it was an expensive " tr ia l"  as we lost our 
u tility  back, Sari Maso, w ith a broken nose.
Determined to maintain the sting, we managed with a 
scratch-team to defeat Union in the closing seconds when 
Steve Vedelago dived onto a loose ball from a desperate 
kick by John Chandler, to win 7-6.
Our morale was somewhat deflated when a condition- 
lacking I.H. XV went down to a harder-trai ned John's, 13-0.
King's presented no problem to a full-strength I.H. pack. 
We managed a 31-0 win.
The Emmanuel match, like that against John's, displayed 
how integral fitness is with regards to winning. We went 
down 16-0.
An incident-packed final match against Leo's left many 
a temper frayed. Loosing Sari Maso in a controversial 
decision and Jon Hogan with a split eye, left the team rather 
disgruntled. We lost 13-3.
Special thanks go to our former I.H. "rugger bugger" and 
present coach. Pants Ricketts, for his time and devotion in 
attempting to make us into a team. We thank him also for 
the barbecue, held at his "resort" at the closure of the 
season.
To all players, congratulations for the Sunday 8.00 a.m. 
sessions and also to Les Cruckshank, Setareki Waisavu and 
Sari Maso for making the I.C.C. team.
SOCCER
Convenor: John Chiu
Captain: Steven Vedelago
After contesting a series of six tough matches, winning five 
of them, the I.H. soccer team brought home the soccer 
premiership in their second attempt since the soccer com­
petition had become official in I.C.C.
The team's effort in pre-season training, and discipline in 
team-work, were paid off at the opening match, when King's 
College, lacking none of the flair and skill that won them the 
premiership last year, were beaten fair and square—a humil­
iating score of five goals to one—by our "Internationals". 
The team went on to crush John's College 4-0. The balloon of 
hope was floating gaily, or with the appearance of gaiety, 
when next, pop!—it was a wrinkled sad thing upon the 
ground. This happened on a foggy and cold morning when 
the team took to the field w ithout our skipper, Stephen 
Vedelago, and crumbled to a 3-1 defeat by Union College. 
However in a demonstration of courage and perseverance, the 
team recovered and brought home victories for the next 
match and the rest of the season with convincing scores.
Conceding merely five goals in the whole season is a credit 
to our well-knit defence. Goal keeper John Chiu never really 
sweated under the secure protection of our sweeper Razi, 
and the determined tackling of Alex Sy frustrating the in­
vaders. Norman Cheng and Peter Buak were completely 
masterful, bringing the rear-guard together in its dangerous 
moments, yet finding the time to support the fluent mid­
fielders, Jimmy Chiu and David Lee, in getting the attacks 
away. Our black pearl, George Kweifio-Okai and speedy 
John Aloizos, were always looking fo r the path ahead to 
release the twin spearheads—Stephen Vedelago coupling with 
John Phillips, who, also constantly fed by the centring of 
the clever and stylish winger, Terence Chan, always managed 
to bang home a rocketing shot or to tuck a ball inside the 
opponents' net at awkward angles. The feathery control of 
Kent Wallin, and the reliable Clarence Fong and Simon 
Domeyelle, whose service was always available when called 
upon, also added to the despair of the opponents.
The team would never have been so consistent w ithout a 
potential shadow to make up the number In desperate hours 
Thanks go to the ever-improving Graeme Baguley, the road- 
runner Pat Roylance, who always left behind the coyote 
(the ball) for the opponents to deal w ith, the creative 
Solomon Davies, and lawnmower John Wills, who chopped 
down anything that moved on the field. With these extra 
resources of energy and talent the team was always in top 
gear.
To adorn the success of the team, five of our players— 
Norman Cheng, John Chiu, George Kweifio-Okai, John 
Phillips and Stephen Vedelago—were elected in the I.C.C. 
team. Thanks to everyone for their effort, both on the field 
and in the vocal support from the sideline. I t  was an 
excellent season!
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MEN'S HOCKEY
Convenor: John Church
Captain: Graeme Baguley
Undefeated in five matches in the I.C.C. competition, the 
I.H. men’s team met King's in the final and deciding match 
of the season. The game, although very close, proved to be a 
2-0 victory fo r King's. International House was runner-up 
in what was a hard-fought and entertaining season of I.C.C. 
hockey.
The success of this year's competition is attributed to the 
fact that all teams, while reaching a fairly high standard of 
hockey, were very close, and no one college outshone the 
others. The I.H. team, although beginning on a pessimistic 
note, soon gained the confidence we needed by defeating 
Emmanuel 2-0. We drew with Union College in a dis­
appointing match and defeated both Leo's and Cromwell. 
Perhaps the roughest and closest-fought game was against 
St. John's College where the score was 1-1 at the final 
whistle.
Vilaseri played a great season on his return to College, and 
was a high contender for I.C.C. goalie. Our fullbacks, Alex 
Sy and Sari Maso, proved a formidable partnership in 
defence and on more than one occasion their last-minute 
saves kept the adrenalin at a high level for the I.H. 
supporters and the rest of the team. The strength of the 
team lay in our half backs, Clive Savage, John Church and 
Mark Powell. They gained plenty of the ball and played 
consistent hard games throughout the season. By rights, all 
three should have made the I.C.C. team.
With new players to the game, it was hard to play the same 
forward line each match. As a result, positions were not 
fixed. Halim Razi, Les Cruckshank and Graeme Baguley were 
the prominent players amongst the forwards and deserved 
to score more goals than they did. Patrick Roylance on right 
wing was the speedster of the team and sent many a good 
centre across the circle. Kim Rouse, although playing his 
first season, showed a great potential for next year. Other 
potential stars o f the future include William Wong, Peter 
Ruscoe, Neal Bostock, George Perry and John Wylie. 
Although they didn't get a game every week, all of these 
players were available on the sideline if needed, and when 
they did play, they acquitted themselves very well.
Thanks are extended to  all the team for making it a great 
season, and especially to the spectators, w ithout whose 
support we would have been lost. Congratulations from the 
I.H. members go to John Church, who once again made the 
I.C.C. team.
WOMEN'S HOCKEY 
Convenor/Captain: Rasma Lee
The hockey season opened this year with many keen and 
enthusiastic newcomers, but as usually happens, by the 
first game against Union our numbers had dwindled to 
eleven— just enough for a hockey team. Again our goalie 
was veteran hockey player, Robin Mcllwain, who, although 
having the experience, lacked the usual practice and coaching 
of past years, but also managed to stop some tricky shots.
The fullback defence line was made up by three newcomers, 
namely Nora Taib (the hard h itte r), Jackie Jenkins (the Iron 
girl) and Maree Sverdloff (twinkle toes). Although new to the 
game, they formed a tough defence line against the very 
fierce experienced forwards of the other colleges.
The backbone of any hockey team— the half backs— were 
ably played by Lynelle Thelander (Gunsynd), Rasma Lee 
(awarded the unfittest player) and Linda Mcllwain (soft 
touches). A very experienced triplet, but again the opposing 
forwards managed to find our weak points.
Last but by no means least, the forwards— or the goal- 
slammers of the team. Unfortunately this year none of our 
forwards managed to put one away in the net, but there 
were some very good tries. The forward line consisted of 
Jocelyn Hogarth (speedy wing), Cathy Heath (veteran 
forward), Julie Noffke (vicious bully) and Betsy Buchanan 
(bruised and battered).
On behalf of the team, I would like to thank Sue Harrison, 
Karen Counter, Jenny Heatley and the I.H. men's hockey 
team, for without these people the team would not have been 
what it was. The final results left us 4th in the I.C.C. 
competition. Congratulations should go to the team as about 
70% of them hadn't played before, and also the games 
being played at 8.30 a.m. proved to be a big obstacle to 
overcome for most of the team.
Unfortunately, due to the situation over there at the I.C.C. 
Blues selection meeting, Rasma Lee was the only one from 
I.H. selected into the I.C.C. hockey team.
Most Dependable Player: Lynelle
Most Consistent Player: Cathy
Most Improved Player: Jackie
Roughest Player: Maree
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"ARUNGA"
GENUINE AUSTRALIAN GIFTS AND SOUVENIRS
“ARUNGA” 
Phone 21 0982
FRANCIS NIXON 
Phone 21 4196
M.L.C. Building T. & G. Building,
197 ADELAIDE STREET, CITY 201 ALBERT ST., CITY.
(Opposite Queensland Government 
Tourist Bureau)
*  KOALA BEARS & KANGAROOS *  ABORIGINAL BOOMERANGS, ETC. *  KANGAROO FUR 
MATS & RUGS *  FUR MOCCASINS, COATS, PURSES, HANDBAGS & BOOTS *  OVER 350 
IDEAS *  MEMBERS OF DINERS CLUB AND AMERICAN EXPRESS ★  GOODS SENT ALL 
OVER WORLD.
NETBALL
Convenor/Captain: Meredith Kilm inster.
This year International House began the season with two 
victories which encouraged the new team members. Maree 
Sverdloff as wing attack. Sue Harrison as goal keeper, Mered­
ith Kilminster as goal attack, Jackie Jenkins as goal defence, 
and Helen Cameron as reserve and referee combined well 
with the older members of the team. These new girls showed 
varying amounts of skill, with Maree and Sue fresh from 
school competitions, and Jackie willing to learn a new sport. 
Despite a few difficulties she managed to adapt admirably 
to netball tactics, and improved as the competition pro­
gressed.
The team, with a minimum amount of practice, managed to 
eo-ordinate well despite the number of new players. The 
veterans Rasma Lee (centre). Joss Hogarth (wing defence), 
and Cathy Heath (dependable goal shooter) helped to ensure 
that I.H. had their share of the ball.
Disaster struck I.H. in the second game of the season, when 
Sue Harrison was injured, and could not play for the rest of 
the season. Only after she left the court did we realize what 
a valuable player she was. Helen Cameron gracefully came 
to our assistance and played goal keeper, a position which 
she had never played before. Helen soon became an Invaluable 
team member.
Throughout the competition our team experimented in 
d iffe ren t combinations and managed to fight against most 
of ou r o p pos ition , although we won very few games.
Sue Harrison was our only player selected for thè I.C.C.
team. This she deserved after her excellent displays in the 
matches she played. Overall I.H. managed to secure 4th 
place. Next year the team should, with a little more 
practice, attain greater heights.
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
Convenor/Captain: Alex Sy
Our Golden Internationals started the I.C.C. Basketball 
season with a victory on forfeit from Cromwell. Then 
followed a most defensive match when we outclassed 
Emmanuel 20-12. Our shooting was not outstanding, but our 
stonewall defence stopped the opponents.
We faced the favourites—King's—in the next match. With 
obvious height disadvantages, we still raced to a 29-all 
score halfway through second half. However King's had a 
strong finish, and scored a decisive 59-34 victory.
From then on we toppled the rest of the field. Union put 
up an unexpected fight, but we held on to a 32-27 triumph. 
We overwhelmed John's 60-40, and finally crushed Leo's 
60-15, to wind up in second place in the competition.
Our team was led by Alex Sy, supported by the shooting 
arms of centre David Lee and forward William Wong. 
Lanky Kent Wallin was the key man behind our strong 
defence, while John Chiu and rookie Graeme Baguley kept 
constant harassment on the opponents' attack near the 
centreline. Sari Maso and John Aloizos made up the rest of 
the team.
Alex Sy and David Lee both/ gained places in the I.C.C. 
team, with Alex being selected as the Captain.
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ST. LUCIA SUPAVALU SUPERMARKET
YEAR ROUND BUDGET PRICES AND
THE FINEST IN CONTINENTAL FOODS
ST. LUCIA GOURMET
FOR FINER FOODS
COME IN FOR A LOOK WE'RE BESIDE SUPAVALU.
CHADWICKS
228 Hawken Dr. 70 9137
THE SHOP THAT SELLS ALMOST EVERYTHING
(except grog and food)
COME DOWNSTAIRS AND HAVE A LOOK
COSMETICS 
REVLON RIMMEL 
MAX FACTOR 
CYCLAX 
STEINER 
COBB & CO. 
MENNEN 
BRUT 
ETC.
Discounts Available 
(Except N.H.S. Prescriptions)
CAMPUS PHARMACY
for staff & students
UNION COMMERCIAL CENTRE UNI. OF OLD. 
P H O N E  7 0 1 5 0 9
PERFUMES: 
PIERRE BALMAIN 
WORTH
SCHIAPARELLI
KODAK FILMS 
& DEVELOPING -  
ILFORD PAPERS
VARSITY MILK BAR 
& COFFEE LOUNGE *
AMERICAN STYLE HAMBURGERS 
TEA AND SNACKS 
FRESHLY-CUT SANDWICHES
Open to 11.00 during term. PHONE: 71 1395
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INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
FIRST ROW: D. Leung (Hong Kong), A . W ong (Hong Kong), D. M cLean (A ust.), R. Heath (A ust.), F. Randle (A ust.), W . G ilm ore (A ust.), W . Todd (A ust.), J. Pearson (A ust.), K. W a llin  (Sweden), J. M ackere il (A ust.),
P. Gasteen (A ust.), L. Leang (Cam bodia), S. Dom eyelle (Ghana), T . Chan. (F iji).
SECOND D; Lee (Hong Kong) B Manser, B.E., Hons. (A ust.), L. C ruckshank, Pres. (A ust.), R. Landsberg, B.Sc., Hons. (A ust.), F. Buckham , M.Sc. (Swaziland), J, Feurst, Ph.D. (U .S.A.), G. Galvez,
B Ag.Sc. (Cuba), M. M a lik , M .Ag.Sc. (Pakistan), J Hogan (Aust.), J. Isaacs, B.Sc., Hons. (A ust.), P. K e d it, B .A., Hons. (Sarawak), J. No lan, B.A., Hons. (A ust.), M r. I. M. B. C ribb , B.A,, BiEd., W arden,
M. 5awer, Ph.D. (A ust.), L. Sanchez, B.A., Hons. (U .S.A.), M. M aung, M.Sc. (Burm a), F. Funes, B. Ag.Sc. (Cuba), P. Thongm eearkom , B.Sc., Hons. (Tha iland ), P. Poram arapornkard , B.Sc. (Tha iland), M. Samaratunga,
B.Arch. (Ceylon), Dr. D. B ie rn o ff, B .A., Ph.D. (U.S.A.), S. Hassan, M.Sc. (M alaysia), S. Foo, Ph.D. (M a lays ia ), W . Po th itaen, B.A. (Tha iland ), J. E llio t, B .A ., M.Sc. (U .K .).
^  . Y 'et rlarn^. N. "*"• Nga (S. V ie tnam ), L. Hand (A ust.), J. N o ffk e  (A ust.), G. Baguley (A ust.), D. K hoonavuth i (Tha iland), R. M in ch in  (A ust.), J. A lo izos (A ust.), S. Maso (P.N.G.),
K. D iflo  (A ust.), M. Freidench (A ust.), R M uchow  (A ust.), J. W ills  (A ust.), P. Ruscoe (A ust.), N. C heng, B.Sc, (H ong Kong), P. Laundy (A ust.), A . Sy (P h ilipp ines), C. Fong (Hong Kong), J. C h iù  (Hong Kong),
J. S. Lee, Ph.D. (Korea), S. See, B.Sc. (M alaysia), M. Powell (A ust.), C. Savage (A ust.), J. C h iu  (Hong K o n g ), C. Heath (Aust.).
T . S. Leng (M alaysia), K. Kanchanasuta (Tha iland), S. Tudsri, B.Sc. (Tha iland), G. K w e ifio -O ka i (Ghana), V . G rev ille  (A ust.), J. H e a tley  (A ust.), N. Bostock (A ust.), P. Roylance (Hong Kong), 
K. Rouse (A ust,), J. C handler (A ust.), D. M oore (Aust.), D. W a lkden-B row n (F iji), S. W aisavu (F iji) , S. Vedelago (A ust.), G. W h ite  (A ust.), S. H arrison (A ust.), M. Razi (M alaysia ), P. K e llo nd -K n igh t (Aust.),
W . M e tca lfe , M .A . (Canada), W. T ra n te r (A ust.), J. Buchanan (A ust.), K. Mossop (A ust.), R. M c llw a in  (A ust.), C. Haines (Aust.).
f l ^ T ^  [^OW: N Abas (M alaysia), S. W  Chong (M alaysia), L. A lla n  (A ust.), J. Oie (A ust.), J. C o lling  (M alays ia ), L. V in ce n t (A ust.), J. H ogarth  (A u s t.), N, H o rton  (A ust.), A. Scott (A ust.), V . M a rtin  (Aust.),
N. Davis (A ust.), I. Buchanan (A ust.), C. Yeates (A ust.), D. See (M alaysia), R. G lanv ille  (A ust.), R. Gooch (P.N.G.), R. Gaven (A ust.), L. M c llw a in  (A ust.), T. Bury (A ust.), S. Am adbo-D avis (Sierra Leone),
W . W ong (Sarawak), G. W ills  (A ust.).
S IXTH ROW: M. S. Fa iza h (M alaysia), M . W h itch u rch  (A ust.), D. Rasmussen (A ust.), M. S ve rd lo ff (A ust.), M . T. N. A z izah  (M alaysia), J. Jenkins (Canada), B. Q uarterm aine (A ust.), J. W h itn a ll (A ust.), A . Corne lius 
(Singapore), L, Sanchez (U.S.A.), G. Perry (A ust.), J. Hum phreys (A ust.), D. A lla n  (A ust.), J. P h illip s  (U .K .), J. W y lie , B.Econ. (A ust.), G. Jough in  (A ust.), W . S. Chan (M alaysia ), J. Renouf (Aust.),
H . Cameron (A ust.), A. Falconer (Aust.), M . Z . M a jnun  (M alaysia), M . Z. Rosnah (M alaysia).
ABSENT: C hurch , B.Sc., Hons (A ust.), Y . P. L i (Hong Kong), V . T u ico la  (F iji) , W . W . W ang, B.Sc. (Hong Kong), R. Lee (A ust.), F. N oor (M alaysia), K. Retnam , B.A. (Ceylon), D. O sabu tey-A n ikon  (Ghana),
P. Ma (Hong Kong), A . Koma (A ust.), I. W il le t t  (Aust.), N. M a lek  (M alaysia ), P. Buckingham  (A us i.), J. Ferguson (A ust.), P. Buak (P.N.G.), M . K ilm in s te r (A ust.), A. W a lke r (A ust.), A . P igo tt (Aust.).
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ALCÖNEL Erfind«: Tamufong, Caoayan, llocus Sur
Phillipines. (Dip. Trop. Ag.)
ALLAN, Derek: Flat 2, 22 Henry St., Ascot, Brisbane. 
(Dip. Educ.)
A LLA N , Lesley: 32 Rosalie S t, Mt. Isa, Q. (Science) 
ALOIZOS, John: 99 Shamrock St., Blackall, Q. 
(Medicine)
AMADHO-DAVIES, Solomon: Freetown, Sierra
Leone. (B. Vet. Sc.)
BAGULEY, Graeme: 3 La Scala Court, Isle of Capri, 
Surfers Paradise, Q. (Arts /- Soc. Wk.)
BOSTOCK, Neal: 129 Margate Pde., Margate, Q. 
(Commerce)
BUAK, Peter: Training Section, Public Service Board, 
Konedobu. P.N.G. (Arts)
BUCHANAN, lan: c/- Mt. Isa Mines Ltd., Mt. Isa, Q. 
(Engineering)
BUCHANAN, Janet: c/- Mt. Isa Mines Ltd., Mt. Isa, 
Q. (Soc. Wk.)
BUCKHAM, Frank: Maikerns Research Station, P .O ..
Box 4, Malkerns. Swaziland, (Post Grad. Ag.) 
BURY, Tom: 21 Pacific St., Main Beach, Southport, 
Q. (Engineering)
CAMERON, Helen: P.O. Box 42, Jandowae, Q. 
(Physiotherapy)
CARR, Larry: 2619-11 Ave. N.W., Calgary 42, 
Alberta, Canada. IPh.D. Chem. Eng.)
CHAN, Terrance: 134 Toorak Rd., Suva. Fiji. (Civil
Eng.)
CHAN, Weng Sun: 47, Taiping Garden, Taiping, 
Perak, Malaysia. (Medi. Eng.)
CHANDLER, John: "North Delta", Barcaidine, Q. 
(Science)
CHENG, Norman: 28 Kai Ming St., 5th Floor, 
Kowloon, Hong Kong. (Vet. Sc.)
CHIÜ, Jimmy: 4 Mt. Davis Rd.^Flat 3, 3rd Floor, 
Hong Kong. (Medicine)
CHIU, John: 4 Mt. Davis Rd.,. Flat 3, 3rd Floor, 
Hong Kong. (Science)
CHONG, Siaw Wan: 6 Pisang Rd. West, Kuching, 
Sarawak, East Malaysia. (Science)
CHURCH, John: 75 Channon St., Gympie, Q. (Ph.D. 
Physics),
COLLING, Jean: Sedgeley Estate, Kajang, Selangor, 
Malaysia. (Soc. Wk.)
CRUCKSHANK, Les. 196 Fulham Rd., Gulliver, 
Townsville, Q. (Commerce)
DAMRONGPHALASITHI, Khoonavuthi: 29/44 Soi 
Gow:Bow, Bookalow, Thonburi, Thailand. (Eng;) 
DAVIS, Neville: 79 Old Burleigh Rd., Surfers Paradise, 
Q. (Medicine)
DEVI, Vasandra: 10 Rd. 11/8E, Petaling Jaya, 
Selangor, Malaysia. (Vet. Sc.)
DIFLO, Kevin: P.O. Box 1886, Boroko. P.N.G. 
(Soc. Wk.)
DOMEYELLE, Simon: Nandom, Ghana, West Africa. 
(Dentistry)
ELLIOTT, Jim: 1 Catherine Tee., Crawerook, Dur­
ham, England. (Lecturer Govt)
FALCONER, Annabel: 53 Margaret St., Toowomba, 
Q. (Physiotherapy)
FEBLES, Gustavo: Calle 53, No. 3607 Entre'35 y 41, 
Marianau 14.La Habana, Cuba. (Post Grd. Ag.) 
FERGUSON, Jim: 17 Curzon St., Toowomba, Q. 
(Medicine)
FONG, Clarance: 251 Prince Edward Rd., 12th Floor, 
Kowloon, Hong Kong. (Engineering)
FOO, Robert: 496 Jalan, 17/17 Petaling Jaya, Malay­
sia.. (Engineering)
FOO, Swee Cheng: 575 Jalan Kuala, N /V  Gopeng, 
Perak, Malaysia. (Ph.D. Chem. Eng.)
FRIEDRICH, Michael: 306 Pennant Hills Rd.f Penn- 
Hills, N.S.W. (Post. Grad. Geology)
FUERST, John: 42 View S t, Newmarket, Brisbane, 
Q. (Ph.D. Microbiology)
FUNES, Fernando: Calle 30 No.768-1, Nuevo Vadado, 
Habana, Cuba. (Dip. Trop. Ag.)
G A V E N , R o g e r:- 7 9  G a rffe k i T e e . S u rfers  Paradise,
~ -Q. (Arte)
GASTE EN, Philip: 3  Valetta S t, Manly, Q.
(Economics)
GILMORE, Bill: 6 Salerno St., Isle of Capri, Surfers 
Paradise, Q. (Com/Law)
G REVILLE, Virginia: Australia Embassy, Tokyo, 
Japan. (Arts)
GUILLERMO, Galvez: Dpto. de. Genetica, Escuela 
de Biologia. Calle25, c/- J&l, Vadado, Habana, 
Cuba. (Agriculture)
HADAD, Fernando: Armenia, Columbia, Sth America, 
(Dip. Trop. Agron.)
HAINS, Carol: 345 Bourbong _St„ Bundaberg, Q. 
(Physiotherapy)
HARRISON, Susanne: 95 Garrick S t, Coolangatta,
. Q. (Law)
HASSAN, Syed: Kampong Sauk, Kuala Kangsar, 
Perek, Malaysia. (Post,Grd. Science)
HEATH, Catherine: P.O, Box 218, Monto, Q. 
(Medicine)
HEATH, Robert:- P.O. Box 218, Monto, Q.. 
(Art Hons)
HEATLEY, Jennifer: 15 Winchester St., Southport,
- Q. (Economics)
. HOGAN, Jon: "Heather Station", Bollon, Q*. (Law) 
HOGARTH, Jocelyn: "Ardoch", P.O. Box 636, 
Southport, Q. (Occup. Ther.)
HORTON, Narilla: P.O. Box 614, Mt isa, Q. (Science) 
HUMPHREYS, Jeffery: 8 Belsize S t, Kenmore, Q .• 
(Town Planning)
ISAAC, John: 89 Tranmere Rd., Howrah, Tasmania. 
(Engineering)
JENKINS, Jacqueline: 9 Hipwpod Rd., Hamilton, 
Brisbane, Q. (Vet. Sc.)
JOUGHIN, Gordon: Flat 2, 7 Wilton Ree., Yeronga, 
Brisbane, Q. (Soc. Wk.)
KANCHANASUTA, Kanchana: 86 Soi Lue Cha, 
Paholyothin Soi 3, Bangkok, Thailand. (Dip. 
Comp. Sc.)
KAPLOWITZ, Cheryl: 7 Sunrise Drive, Monsey, N Y .
10952. U.S.A. (Psychology)
KEDIT, Peter: c/- Sarawak Museum, Kuching, Sara­
wak. Malaysia. (M.A. Anthropology) 
KELLOND-KNIGHT, Phillip: 23 Poinciana Rd., 
Broadbeach, Gold Coast, Q. (Commerce/Law) 
KILMINSTER; Meredith: P.O. Box 146, Dalby, Q. 
(Sp. Therapy)
KOINA, Ann: P.O, Box 79, Stanthorpe, Q. (Music) 
KWEIF0 -0 KAI, George: P.O. Box 322, Accra,Ghana. 
(Dentistry)
LANDSBERG, Ross: 5 Arthur St:, Beaudesert, Q. 
(Science)
LAUNDY, Peter: 6 Fredrich St., Northgate, Q. 
(Medicine)
LEE, David: 70 Baltary Cresent, Donmiils, Ontario, 
Canada. (Medicine)
LEE, Joon Sup: 85-49 Seryou-dong, Suweon-si, 
Kyumgki-do, Korea. (Ph.D. V e t  Sc.)
LEE, Rasma: 75 Bruce Highway, Edmonton, Q. 
(Dip. Comp. Sc.)
LEUNG, Yu-Wing: 520 J.ok Mah Sun Chuen, Block F, 
Tokwcuoan, Kowloon, Hong Kong. (Pharmacy) 
LI.Yau Pang: 273 Taichikok Rd., 1st Floor, Kowloon 
Hong Kong. (Medicine)
LY, Leang: 749. M.V. Vuthapol-Khemarak Cheat, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia. (Engineering)
MA, Paul: 14-A, 3  Man Wan Rd., Kowloon, Hong 
Kong. (Science)
MACKERELL, John: 3 Powell St., Wulguru. Towns- 
vilje, Q. (Medicine)
MALÈK, Norhayati: 1531 Bukit Chagar, Johore 
Bahru, Johore, Malaysia. (Dentistry)
MALIK, Muhammad: Java, via Miauwali, Pakistan. 
(Master Ag.; Sc.)
MARTIN, Virginia: 70 Savoy Drive, Florida Gardens, 
Surfers Paradise, Q. (Arts)
MANSER, Bruce: 26 Sixth Street, South Townsville, 
Q. (M. Eng. Sc. [Mech.] )
MASO, Sari: P.O. Badili, Port Moresby,
'P.N.G. (Engineering, Civil)
MAUNG, Molly: 36C. State High School Lane, 
Insein, Rangoon, Burma. (Parisitology)
McLEAN, David: 8 Medina Street, Moorooka, Bris­
bane, Q. (Geology)
MclLLW AIN, Linda: 68 A m alfi Drive, Surfers 
Paradise, Q. (Arts)
MclLLW AIN, Robyn: 68 Amalfi Drive, Surfers 
Paradise, Q. (Arts)
METCALFE, William: R.R. 2 Colbourne, Ontario, 
Canada. (Masters. Sociology)
MINCHIN, Robert: 97 Curzon Street, Toowomba, 
Q. (Engineering)
MOHD, Taib Norazizah: 198 Mentakab, Pahang, 
Malaysia. (Medicine)
MOHD, Zain Majnun: Sungei, S.G. Patani, Kedah 
Malaysia. (Medicine)
MOHD, Zain Rosnah: 4750-G, Jalan Bayam, Kota 
Bharu, Kelantan, Malaysia. (Medicine)
MOORE, David: 'The  Peaks” P.O. Box 85, Mitchell, 
Q. (Engineering)
MOSSOP, Katherine: 1929 Wynnum Road, Wynnum 
West, Q. (Law) .
MUCHOW, Russel: Rex's Road, A lloway, Bundaberg, 
Q. (Agriculture)
MY Nguyen Thi: 328 Alexandre de Rhodes, Mytho, 
South Vietnam. (Chem. Engineering)
NGA Nguyen Thi Tuyet: 611/63 Pham Thanh Gian, 
Saigon, South Vietnam. (Physiotherapy)
NOFFKE, Julie: Farrell Street, Yandina, Q.
(Dentistry)
NOLAN, Jan: 58 Gellibrand St.( Clayfield, Brisbane, 
Q. (Post. Grad. Arts»
NOOR, Faridah: 2819 Freeman St,, Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia. (Vet. Science)
OCRÁN, Arabella: D55 Dunkwa St,, Ghana.
(Dentistry)
OLE,^ Jill: "Nga Hura", MS 181, Pittsworth, Q. 
-  (Music)
OSABUTEY-ANIKON, Dorothy: Min. of Education
P. O. Box 28, Ada Foah, Ghana. (Dentistry) 
OWUSU-ANSAH, Francis: Plot 13, Block A; North
Suntresu, Jumasi, Ghana. (Dentistry)
OWUSU, Victor: P.O. Box Kumasi. Ghana. (Medicine) 
PEARSON, John: 102 Miller St., Bargara. Q. (Law) 
PERRY, George: "Eilwyn" Morven, Q. (Vet.
Science)
PHILLIPS, John: 518 Kedleston R d .,. Allestrea, 
United Kingdom. (Post Grad. Law)
PIGOTT, Anne: 4A,*Mayes S t, Toowomba, Q. 
(Economics)
PORAMARAPORNKARD, Pannee: 106 Rotana
Market, Kowchpw, Lampang, Thailand. ;(Dip. 
Trop. Agronomy.)
■ POTHITAEN, Wisuth: Karr.alasai Kalasin, Thailand. 
(M.A. Government)
POWELL, Mark: 110 Boys Avenue, Maryborough. 
(Vet. Science)
QAZI, Mahmud: Bart-AI Mahmud, Aninabad,
Gujrat, W. Pakistan. (Computer Science) 
QUARTERMAINE, Barbara: c/- Commonwealth 
Bank, Roma, Q. (Arts)
RANDLE, Frank: 4 Headingly Rd., Mt Waverly, 
Victoria. (Arts/Soc. Wk.)
RASMUSSEN, Deborah: 1514 Beenleigh Rd., Kuraby,
Q. (Arts)
RAZI, Mohammed: P.O. Box 863 Kota Kinabalu, 
Sabah, Malaysia. (Medicine)
RENOUF, Judy: P.O. Box 242 Nambour, Q. (Soc. 
Wk.)
RENOUF, Noel: P.O. Box 242 Nambour, Q. (Arts/ 
Soc. Wk.)
RETNAM, Kantha: 'Avalon' Corner Rd., Batticoloa, 
Ceylon. (Arts)
ROUSE, Kim: 210 Herries S t, Toowomba, Q. 
(Engineering)
ROYLANCE, Patrick: 12 Briar Av., Happy Valley, 
Hong Kong. (Arts)
RUSCOE, Peter: P.O. Box 171, Kingaroy, Q. 
(Medicine)
SAID, Rahimah: 21 Batu Lanchang, Penang, Malay­
sia. (Medicine)
SANCHEZ, Lei and: 8 Curlewis Crescent, Garren, 
A.C.T. (Arts)
SANCHEZ, Linnet: 8 Curlewis Crescent, Garren, 
A.C.T. (Speech Therapy)
SAVAGE, Clive: 56 Laingan St., Wondall, Rock­
hampton, Q. (Soc. Wk.)
SAWER, Michael: 5 Wisdom Place, Hughes, Canberra, 
A.C.T. (Post. Grad. Arts)
SCOTT, Andrew: 11 Fyfes Rd., Gilston, via Nerang, 
Q. (Commerce)
SEE, David: 404 Jln. Tuanku Abdul Rahman, Kuala 
Lumpur, Malaysia. (Medicine)
SEE, Siew Eng: 404 Jin. Tuanku Abdul Rahman,, 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. (Dip. Ed.) 
SHAHAROM, Faizah: 3 Rd., No 1 Island Glade, 
Bureit Glugorr, Greenlane, .Penang (Vet. Sc.) 
SUKAJADI, Ariani: 19 Dji Sidoie Djo, Samarang, 
Indonesia. (Education)
SUPAJANYA, Thiva: 180 Mahaisawan Road, Boole-, 
alow, Thornburi, Bangkok, Thailand. (Post Grad. 
Geology).
SVERDLOFF, Maree: P.O. Box 132, Collinsville, Q. 
(Physiotherapy)
SY, Alexander: 537 B-2 Santol Street, St. Mesa, 
Manila, Philippines. (Engineering, Civil)
TEE Sook Leng: 19 Jin. Delima, Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia. (Music)
TEO Hiow Hoong: 28-C Jin.. Panjang, Malacca, 
Malaysia. (Dentistry)
TH ELAN DER, Lyneile: Worral Creek, Gradule, Q. 
(Soc. Wk.)
THONGMEEARKOM, Panapa: 278 Soi Sistsuk, 
Banpakok, Radbarana, Bangkok, Thailand. (Post 
Grad. Genetics)
THU Y Lam Thanh: Maj. Lam Thanh On KBC4120 
South Vietnam. (Post Grad. Engineering)
TODD, Warren: 7 Francis St., Goondiwindi, Q. 
(Medicine)
TRANTER, William: "Renarli Valley" Millaa
Millaa, Q. (Vet. Science)
TUDSRI, Sayan: Dept, of Plants, Kasetsart Uni­
versity, Thailand. (Trop. Agronomy)
TUICOLO, Vilaseri: c/--C.W.M. Hospital, Suva, Fiji. 
(Medicine)
VEDELAGO, Stephen: 29 "Sugarloaf" Stanthorpe, 
Q. (Engineering)
VINCENT, Laura: 2 Court St., Ipswich, Q. (Speech 
Therapy)
WAISAVU. Setareki: Fiji Islands, Rakiraki Rã. 
(Science)
WALKDEN-BROWN, David: c/■ Mr D. Walkden- 
Brown, M.A.F.Fj, Suva., Fiji. (Medicine)
WALKER, Ann: 8A Alfred St.. Mackay.(arts) 
WALLIN, Kent: Fastlagsgatan 13, 41512 Goteborg, 
Sweden. (Medicine)
WANG Wei Wu: 408 Prince's Building, Hong Kong. 
(Post Grad. Agriculture)
WHITCHURCH, Margaret: 37 Ruby St., Emerald, Q. 
(Soc. Wk.)
WHITNALL, Janette: 6 Mant St., Kingaroy, Q. 
(Science)
WIGHT, Graham: 27 Crescent Dr., Nambour, Q. 
(Economics)
WILLET, lan: Panorama. Dr., Thornlands, Q.
(Medicine)
WILLIAMS, Sue: 1 Radford S t, Southport, Q. 
(Economics)
WILLS, Gregor: 3586 Main Beach Parade, Main 
Beach, Gold Coast, Q. (Medicine)
WILLS, John: 3586 Main Beach Parade, Main Beach, 
Gold Coast, Q. (Dentistry)
WONG, William: P.O. Box 973 Kota Kinabalu, 
Sabah, East Malaysia. (Commerce)
WYLIE, John: Greengates Farm, Jimboomba, Q. 
(Economics)
G R A P H IC  S E R V IC E  CO P T Y  L T D  
A N D  U N IS E R V  T Y P E S E T T IN G  
75 Elizabeth Street, Brisbane, 4000.
